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Abstract

This study identifies a failure of translation between the linguistic
communities of social investors and social entrepreneurs, in particular
with respect to language relating to capital structure and performance
reporting. The fact that these two linguistic groups are unable to
use accounting terminology as a lingua franca for the purposes of
contracting presents a problem for the ability of organisations to
structure and execute social investments and subsequently measure
their success. Institutional responses to this problem have included
the development of standardised metrics as a means of providing an
effective translation manual, yet these projects have not been successful.
Drawing on work in accounting (for example Evans et al., 2015) and
philosophy (Davidson, 1973b), I suggest possible explanations for this
incommensurability.
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1. Introduction. Technical language is generally assumed to be objective

and less prone to problems of translation than literary prose and poetry. The

translator of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake from English into Chinese did

not, for example, manage to translate a single word during the first two years

of work on the project and had to use extensive footnotes to explain the

meanings of words such as “riverrun”. She even found it necessary to create

new Chinese characters to convey the meaning of certain words and take into

account elements of onomatopoeia (Wall Street Journal, 2013). Given that

the objective of translation is to preserve the meaning of a set of statements

across different linguistic communities, it seems natural to assume that non-

fictional, declarative language would generally present far fewer problems of

translatability.

This study highlights the difficulty of translation, even for issues that are

non-fictional and describe simple activities and structures using quantitative

and accounting based terms. Perhaps, given the accounting literature that

addresses the problems regarding translation in financial reporting, this

should not be all that surprising. In this regard, the work of ?? on the

translation of IFRS and work by Erb and Pelger (2015) that addresses

linguistic issues relating to the IASB conceptual framework (Erb and Pelger,

2015). Furthermore, excellent conceptual work addresses issues of ambiguity

across languages (Evans et al., 2015), the recontextualisation of discourse

(Zappettini and Unerman, 2016) and the hegemonic nature of discourse

(Spence, 2007).1Yet the linguistic communities that this study addresses use

Engl ish as their natural language and nevertheless still experience problems of

translation. Perhaps, then, we ought then to think of a linguistic community

in its broadest sense as an epistemic or cultural community rather than a

natural language community. Specifically, in this case, the technical languages,

for which translation problems arise, use accounting terminology to describe

the structure and perfomance of social investment entities.

The two communities whose languages appear to be yielding translation

problems are those of social investors and social organisations (charities and

1See also, work by Dhamani and Connolly (2012); Llewellyn and Milne (2007); Milne
et al. (2009); Teasdale (2011).
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social enterprises, who are potential recipients of social investment funding).

Traditionally, the financial investment and charity communities have used

different language. Oelberger et al. (2012) argue that the market for social

investment can be subdivided into three different cultures: civil society, the

scientific community, and the managerial sphere, each of which has a specific

language:

“Accordingly, each arena has a distinctive discourse and terminol-

ogy: the domain of civil society speaks an associational language,

the research community converses in scientific discourse, and the

world of business and government communicates with a manage-

rial vocabulary. Each arena has historically contributed to the

character of the social sector.”(Oelberger et al., 2012, page 2)

Similarly, the two groups (investors and social organisations) can be viewed

as constituting distinct linguistic communities. Given that the interactions

between these two communities have been limited in the past, however, issues

of translation have been of little interest historically. Yet this has recently

changed with the development of the market for social investment.

Social investment is an activity through which social investors (often

former private equity professionals and venture capitalists) make financial

investments intended to generate both financial returns and social impact

through investing debt or quasi-equity in social enterprises which address

specific social problems. The current market for social investment in the UK

is estimated to be approximately 200 million, but in 2012, the government

established financial organisations such as Big Society Capital, in an attempt

to stimulate growth in the market. Social investment is hard to define but

broadly it refers to any investment in a mission-driven organisation that is

intended to yield a blend of financial and social returns. Social returns are

generally measured using social impact measures that attempt to capture the

long-term benefit to society of social interventions.

For the structuring and execution of social investment activity, communi-

cation between investors and investees is necessary for contracting purposes.2

2In addition, other groups involved in social investment transactions, such as consulting
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Accounting was initially viewed by both communities as a lingua franca,

intended to provide a objective set of concepts for contracting purposes. In

order to be capable of receiving social investment funding, social organizations

(charities and social enterprises) have begun to use the language of social

investment, increasingly describing what they do using the language of in-

vestment and business-style performance reporting using terminology such as

‘social return on investment’ (Nicholls, 2009; New Philanthropy Capital, 2012;

Bromley and Meyer, 2014) and attempting to appear ‘investment-ready’.3

Translation problems — often referred to as a lack of standardised terms

— can nevertheless be observed on a number of levels within the social in-

vestment market. To start with, no agreed taxonomy exists for general

terminology related to investment and capital structures and also to the

basic concepts related to performance. Owing to the lack of standardisation,

these can thus be interpreted differently by different linguistic communities.

In 2015, a commission was initiated to analyse the state of the market for

social investment, and identify weaknesses and scope for improvement. The

final report highlighted ambiguities in terminology, even in the definition of

social investment (for which they provide ten different definitions of “social

investment” (Floyd and Gregory, 2015, page 25–26).

One issue raised was that of incommensurability between the language of

investors and that of potential investees. Quoting from an interview with a

social enterprise, the report states:

“They [the investors] were finance people talking to Merlin banks

in finance language. They were all talking a language they were

comfortable with.”(Floyd and Gregory, 2015, page 48)

This quotation effectively shows that problems of translation might hinge

on cultural issues, as well as differences in technical capabilities regarding

investment terminology between the two different groups.

Following the publication of the report of the ACSI, a high profile social

sector blogpost, Pioneer’s Post, carried a piece entitled “A defining moment:

firms, government, auditors and social impact evaluators will need to use social investment
language to communicate with social investors and social organizations.

3A similar shift has occurred in the US (see, for example Oelberger et al., 2012).
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what is social investment?” by the director of social finance, Phil Caroe at

Allia.4 Caroe asks:

“Have you ever had one of those cross purpose conversations,

where you think you’re talking about the same thing but it turns

out you both meant something different? Sometimes the social

investment world feels a bit like that. Theres a variety of terms

being used: ‘social investment’, ‘impact investment’, and some-

times even ‘social impact investment’ (not to mention ‘positive,

‘conscious, ‘responsible, etc.). It’s generally assumed they’re inter-

changeable, that it’s just a matter of cultural preference which one

you choose. But the more conversations I have, the more I wonder

whether we’re actually all talking about the same thing.”(Caroe,

2015)

As this statement shows, the translation problem is apparently well known

within the sector. As a response to it, social investment professionals have

developed translation manuals. In order to combat this perceived problem,

financial intermediaries such as Big Society Capital include glossaries of social

investment terms on their websites, acknowledging that translation issues

present difficulties to participants in this emergent market:

“We realise that terminology can be confusing, and especially so in

an emerging field such as social investment. As the market grows

and becomes more standardised, the terminology will be better

understood. In the meantime, this glossary provides some insight

and helps reduce confusion. It is not intended to be definitive.”5

Other examples of translation manuals range from simple glossaries of key

terms (see for example, Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2) to databases

of standardised terms (see for example an excerpt from the IRIS databse,

Appendix A.3).

4Allia describes itself as a “charity that supports individuals and organisations who
create social benefit”.

5https://www.bigsocietycapital.com/glossary
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IRIS, part of a transational standard setting organization, has borrowed

some of its concept definitions from the International Accounting Standards

Board and the US Financial Accounting Standards Board in an attempts to

standardise the financial and social concepts used in social investment:

“The IRIS Taxonomy Committee, convened in 2009, is respon-

sible for the ongoing evolution of the IRIS metrics. The IRIS

framework is updated regularly based on stakeholder feedback,

user experience, and evolving perspectives in the impact investing

industry. Updates to the IRIS metrics and their definitions are

reviewed by this committee, which comprises impact investing

practitioners and experts in performance measurement, including

those who have developed performance reporting systems with

which IRIS is aligned. The current committee members are listed

below.” 6

The objective of IRIS is to develop a database containing standardised def-

initions of concepts ranging from financial terms (relating to captial structures

of social investment entities) through to concepts necessary for performance

reporting. They aim to provide standards which they allow to be continuously

updated over time by subscribers, in an attempt to remain relevant and reflect

current linguistic trends. Nevertheless, the uptake of IRIS has been limited

and it has failed to become established as the ‘dictionary’ of social investment

terms. In part, this is likely to be because of the cost of subscribing and

the inability of the organization to respond sufficiently quickly to change the

codifications to refelct subtle shifts in the language used within the various

communities involved in social investment.

Given that numerous opportunities for learning the language of social

impact measurement exist, we would expect most organisations to know

and use accurate definitions of the terminology related to social impact.7

6https://iris.thegiin.org/about/advisory-body/taxonomy-committee
7Courses on investment structures and performance reporting aimed at social organisa-

tions are offered by a number of different groups such as social investment intermediaries,
government agencies and social investment consultants. For example, the Cabinet Office
provides funding and training in ‘investment readiness’ and New Philanthropy Capital (a
consulting firm and think tank) offers training in social impact measurement).

5
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Yet in spite of the existence of these translation manuals, there remain

problems in achieving translatability as individuals from the different linguistic

communities speak of problems of translation.

The existence of such translation problems is noted by David Bartram, a

senior executive a social invesment organisation, Big Venture Challenge. Bar-

tram argues that language is a crucial obstacle to obtaining social investment:

“For me, the obstacle that must be overcome before any other

is the language barrier that exists between social investors and

the entrepreneurs attempting to access the capital. The world of

social investment is flooded with acronyms, jargon and confusing

language making things needlessly difficult for social entrepreneurs

new to the space. If we want social investment to be accessible to

social ventures we need to find a way for social entrepreneurs and

investors to better communicate.”(Bartram, 2015)

This social investor highlights the importance of translation issues and goes

on to argue that:

“Following the advice of the Alternative Commission on Social

Investment to provide greater transparency in the market would

be a good first step. We should be working together to help

entrepreneurs navigate the social investment market, create greater

clarity around the language that is used, and provide entrepreneurs

with simple guidance and advice on accessing the capital available.”

(Bartram, 2015)

What does all this evidence from practitioners engaged in social invest-

ment show? It seems that translation problems persist in the field of social

investment which is puzzling, given the expected motivation for both linguistic

communities to communicate effectively in order to execute investment deals

and the provision by the social investment of various translation manuals is

puzzling. Is it possible that the languages of investment and social work are

not inter-translatable? In fact, is it possible that any two languages are not

capable of inter-translation?
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In this paper, I attempt to answer this question by building on the work of

the philosopher of language, Donald Davidson. Rather than provide a merely

conceptual analysis, however, I also provide significant empirical evidence

to support my arguments, in the form of the analysis of the websites of 128

social organizations and 48 interviews with 46 individuals working in the

social sector.

2. Background: The emergence of the market for social investment.

The adoption by third sector organizations of this language of investment is

described by investment intermediaries and third sector actors as being impor-

tant for communicating with funders. One research report commissioned by

a group of funders and social investment advisers stated that, “[d]ifferences

in language and usage pose a challenge, and those involved must continu-

ally strive to iron out these wrinkles” (Clifford et al., 2013, pg.11). Social

investment funds generally require investees to report in terms which are

comparable with those used investment firms. Intermediaries have argued that

the adoption of social impact reporting is important for potential investees as

it enables them to “speak the same language that funders understand” (The

Big Society Finance Fund, 2011).

Structural and institutional changes within the social sector have been

identified as important drivers of change. One change was to the legal structure

of charities. The advent of the social enterprise towards the end of the last

century introduced a commercial element to the social sector (Santos, 2012).

These hybrid organizations structured their social interventions with the

intention of earning both social and financial returns, generating revenue for

example through trading activities. Social entrepreneurship has led to a move

away from charity accounting and to more commercial style accountability

(Bromley and Meyer, 2014; Hwang and Powell, 2009; Nicholls, 2009). In part,

Nicholls attributes this trend towards economic measurement to the influence

of economic modes of thought which eventually filtered through to the area

of not-for-profit organizations.

The emergence of social enterpreneurship and the development of new

funding structures together marked the beginning of an aspirational market
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for social investment. The roots of social investing are to be found in the US in

the 1970s when an interest in ethical issues in investment decisions first began

to take hold. Thereafter, socially responsible investment (“SRI”) emerged,

incorporating ethical attitudes to stock selection, shareholder activism and

community investment. Over the last two decades, investment products

incorporating social or environmental considerations have proliferated (Wood

and Hagerman, 2010). However, while social enterprises within the arts,

education and healthcare have more commonly involved in revenue-generating

activities since 1980s (Child, 2010), this shift is new for the types of social

interventions I analyse in this paper, specifically those related to poverty and

ageing. The term ‘social enterprise’, broadly construed, has been described

as a “hybrid” which “combines business activity with social purpose” and is

determined by an institutional context (Mendell, 2010, pg. 243). Its roots

can be traced to the microfinance movement which was started in the 1970s

and combined financial return with doing social good. The earliest social

enterprises appeared in the late 1980s, but social investment only began to

take hold across Europe in the 1990s (Defourny and Nyssens, 2010).

Furthermore, new intermediaries, in particular, social investment funds,

are structured along the lines of traditional private equity or venture capital

funds. In fact, calls for a venture capital approach to the funding of social

interventions have been forthcoming in management journals such as the

Harvard Business Review (Letts et al., 1997). These funds are led by managers

(or in some cases trustees), who have significant experience in private equity

or investment banking. The rise of the social purpose organisations who

combined doing good works with an economic motivation was one factor that

can be linked to the increasing perception that social impact reporting was

necessary. Scholars in social investment have investigated the demands of

social investment finance intermediaries, or “SIFIs” and found that these

are similar to those in the for-profit sector, including financial sustainability,

robust governance structures, skilled management teams and a clear social

mission (Hazenberg et al., 2014).

The growth of social entrepreneurship and social investment has been

accompanied by a pressure for increased social performance reporting. This
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pressure has been manifested in a combination of top-down influence from gov-

ernment in supporting social enterprise reporting and bottom-up engagement

of stakeholders has further stimulated interest in performance measurement

and reporting (Nicholls, 2009). The top-down apparatus of social investment

included government-led initiatives such as the ‘Investment and Contract

Readiness Fund’ created by the Cabinet Office whose remit was to help

social ventures “to access new forms of investment and compete for public

service contracts”.8 In addition, the government also created a new financial

institution, Big Society Capital, charged with growing the market for social

finance by providing regulation and enhanced liquidity.

Scholars within organisational studies have identified professions as drivers

of change (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983), whether of professional jurisdictions

(Abbott, 1988) or of institutional structure (Scott, 2008). Suddaby and

Viale (2011) argue that professionals provide an endogenous mechanism for

institutional transformations using a number of different dynamics. These

include the use of inherent social capital to populate the new field with new

actors and new identities. Such dynamics of professionalisation have also

been analysed with specific reference to the third sector (Hwang and Powell,

2009; Ebrahim and Rangan, 2010).

The emergence of social impact reporting marked a sea change in the

notion of best practice for performance reporting by charities and social

enterprises. From the 1980s, two decades before the emergence of impact

reporting there had been little change in performance reporting by charities,

in spite of the increased public interest in ethical investment practices. Prior

to the introduction of social impact reporting, the charitable status of a

social organization would, in itself, signal its moral legitimacy (Nicholls, 2009,

pg. 758).9 Yet the current trend towards social impact reporting as best

practice suggests that the inherent trustworthiness of charities and social

enterprises has come to be viewed as an inadequate substitutes for performance

reporting. A key factor appears to have been the shifting structure of the

8http://www.beinvestmentready.org.uk
9More recently scholars have argued that strong belief system enable of the creation of

social capital. See for example (Chenhall et al., 2010).
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social sector.

The increased use of impact measures is observable and increasingly viewed

as best practice throughout the third sector. Survey data of UK charities with

incomes over 10,000, formed the basis of a report published in October 2012,

Making an Impact, which found that 75% of all charities responded that they

had increased the amount of investment in measuring results over the last five

years (pg. 2 New Philanthropy Capital, 2012). According to the same source,

52% of these charities stated that they had increased their measurement

efforts in order to meet funders’ requirements. Measuring impact is a growing

area for funders: 73% say their focus on impact measurement has increased

over the past five years and 72% say they expect to be doing more in the next

three years.(Kail et al., 2013, page 5). A variety of methods for performance

evaluation exist within the third sector, reflecting different logics (Hall, 2014).

Some charities measure their Social Return on Investment (‘SROI’)10 while

others simply provide simple descriptive statistics of their impact. 11

3. Research Methods. This study aims to identify the translation prob-

lems encountered by members of the two key linguistic communities identified

in the social investment market, social investors and social organizations.

First, the websites of 128 social enterprises were analysed to identify their

use of different types of language (personal stories using moral or civil society

language compared with statistical or financialised descriptions of the organi-

zation’s activities). These organizations were selected using the online charity

and social enterprise listing, “Charity Choice” from which organizations which

lists charities and social enterprises for the purpose of attracting donations.

Organizations were selected from specific categories: “children and youth”,

“age” and “social welfare”. Data about each organizations sector of operation

and size (using income as a proxy) was collected for those organizations mak-

10SROI aims to quantify social outcomes through a calculation which mimics elements
of decision-theoretic models designed for for-profit organisations. This metric was initially
developed in the US (see Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (2001)) but was introduced
swiftly in the UK by groups such as New Economics Foundation and later promoted by
New Philanthropy Capital and Social Finance.

11Examples of an SROI calculation and a social impact report are set out in Appendix ??.
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ing annual charity filings.12 Since the Charity Choice website is constructed

so that each search randomly reorganizes the ordering of the list of results

(presumably to mitigate against complaints by low-ranked organizations listed

about position in the ranking driving donations) an additional element of

randomization was included in the selection process.

Second, forty-eight semi-structured interviews were conducted, with forty-

six individuals working at social organizations (charities and social enterprises)

and investment organisations. The interviews were conducted between Jan-

uary 2012 and January 2017 and were on average 17 minutes long and

interviewees were guaranteed anonymity. Most interviews were recorded and

transcribed.13 The list of interviewees is included as Appendix C.

The interviewees were selected using a quasi-snowball technique, that

derived from ‘respondent-driven sampling’ (Biernacki and Waldorf, 1981;

Coleman, 1958; Gile and Handcock, 2010) because this offered a means of

identifying the epistemic communities of investors an social organisations,

which was likely to be closely related to the linguistic communities. The

first interviewees were selected because of their affiliation to high profile

organisations in the community. These interviewees then recommendeded

other possible interviewees, and when I could gain access, I interviewed

these individuals. In addition, I also selected individuals to interview from

organisations that were involved in transactions and joint projects with the

organisations to which previous interviewees were affiliated. In some cases, I

received multiple recommendations to interview a particular individual, which

suggested that these individuals were considered influential or experienced

within the community.

4. Evidence from interviews and web analysis. Thus far, the problem

of translation in the social investment market has been described using

evidence from online sources and practitioner reports. In what follows,

evidence from two other sources will be set out. First, I present evidence

12See http://charitychoice.co.uk
13As an exception to this, 7 interviews with social purpose organisations were not recorded

but instead transcribed in real time.
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from interviews with social investors and social organizations (charities and

social enterprises). Then, I present evidence from an analysis of the websites

of 128 social organisations.

4.1. Interviews. Interview evidence provided further evidence of translation

problems between the investment and social communities. From the perspec-

tive of the investment community, translation issue result in obfuscation and

confusion in the process of planning and executing social investment transac-

tions. A senior executive at Big Society Capital (the dominant, government-

funded financial institution in the sector) expressed anxiety about the state

of communication in the market:

“The whole lexicon in this industry, this sector around things I’ve

never heard in the financial world - things like, you know, soft

loans, loans convertible into grants, contingent repayment loans,

you know. These are not things that ever exist in the city. And so

this sector has developed sort of a language which basically says,

You give us money; we’ll pretend it’s a loan, but, actually, it’s a

grant. And we’re not in that business. So, it is much more relevant

for a social enterprise. A lot of the things that we support will

be - I hope will get more charities involved, either through social

impact bonds or through setting up more social - thinking about

their business differently, and setting up more revenue-generating

opportunities, but it’ll be limited.” (Interviewee-1)

Here, the interviewee makes clear that representatives of either side can end

up talking past each other as they attribute different meanings to the various

pieces of social investment terminology relating to capital structures, which

generate the possibility of misunderstandings and mistranslations occuring.

Not only is the terminology relating to capital structures subject to

problems of translation failure, but so is the terminology related to evaluation

of deals through social impact reporting can also lead to translation errors due

to cultural differences between the communities. In one case, the interviewee

is the CEO of a small charity and states:
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“People sometimes ask, ‘why are you bothering, because your ben-

efit is so obvious?’ []. . . ] Broadly speaking the more sophisticated

donors probably do appreciate the research. But the general pub-

lic don’t need it . . . Ive been questioned quite strongly by people

who think that impact measurement is deflecting us, and that we

ought to get on with what we are there to do.” (Interviewee-12)

This suggests that some stakeholders (the ‘people’ referred to in the excerpt)

react negatively to resources being spent on developing social impact mea-

surement projects. More than just feeling negative, the interviews revealed

that some interviewees were actively hostile to the increased use of social

impact reporting. In other evidence relating to social impact measurement,

the CEO of a small social enterprise stated,

“I am rather cynical about the extent to which [impact measure-

ment] became an industry, and to which it sucks in resources,

both human and financial []. . . ] rather than reporting the activity

of the charity, or any activity []. . . ] A lot of time is spent trying

very hard to measure the unmeasurable.” (Interviewee-26).

Again, this suggests that some staff at social enterprises are uncomfortable

with the use of social impact reporting. Some charities, particularly religious

ones, were strongly opposed to the social impact reporting and financialization.

Further evidence came from an interview with the chief executive of a small

charity who stated:

“I have great difficulty with all this measuring business. We

look at the story behind the individual case. There is no way to

measure the impact beyond that. How can there be, without a

control population? We step in and help, and all you can do to

see that impact is to use your common sense []. . . ] There is a

little measuring industry going on. No doubt it is creating jobs.

But it is also diverting money away from a given cause. Its a

fashion.” (Interviewee-24)

13
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This ‘little industry’ includes a number of organizations providing training

and consulting on social impact measurement as well as a broader range of

training on becoming ‘investment ready’. Other staff at social organizations

expressed the concern that the use of such language could alienate non-

financial stakeholders, such as volunteers, donors, staff or clients. Other

interviewees offered ostensibly practical reasons for their objections to social

impact reporting but their views appear to reflect a more fundamental conflict

between business and charitable activities.

The interview evidence presented above reveals the negative attitude to

social impact measurement held by several members of the social community

and their mistrust of those who actively promote its use (and sell consulting

services relating to impact measurement). If these views are representative of

the social community, this would suggest that the high-level concept, social

impact reporting, is contested. In this case, the contestation of the lower level

(more technical) concepts upon which it supervenes would naturally follow. A

community that objects in general terms to social impact reporting is almost

certain to contest specific assumptions and rules that constitute it, such as

approved methods of assessment.

4.2. Website analysis. The analysis of the websites of 128 social organisations

yielded three findings about the use of language by social organisations. First,

it is observed that the values associated with the language used by social

organisations can be contrasted with those associated with other languages,

such as that used by investors. The homepage of the Catholic Children’s

Society illustrates this by stating that, “Poverty is more than just statistics”,

suggesting that a language that is dominated by aggregated, quantitative

terms cannot adequately reflect the values of concepts, such as poverty, that is

the focus of the charity’s activities.14 The implication that certain languages,

such as the language of investment cannot be used to commincate certain

concepts effectively, is suggestive of potential failures of inter-translatability

of the languages of the social and investment sectors, due to fundamental

differences in value systems.

14http://www.cathchild.org.uk
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Second, certain terms, such as social impact, are often used in ways that are

inconsistent with definitions provided by specialists. Such “semantic widening”

(Bloomfield, 1983) represents a form of translation problem, in that concepts

become ambiguous as their definitions widen. Translation issues can exist,

even when dictionaries, glossaries of terms and other translation manuals exist

because of dynamic nature of language in use shifts the semantic content of

language away from dictionary definitions promulgated by specific institutions

at particular points in time. An example of semantic widening is included as

Appendix D. This appendix shows a report by a social enterprise (a pre-school

aimed at low income families) which claims to show the organisation’s social

impact. The generally accepted definition of social impact, provided by the

key financial institution in the market, Big Society Capital is as follows:

“Social impact: There is no one definition of the term or concept,

but social impact can be defined as the effect on people that

happens as a result of an action or inaction, activity, project,

programme or policy. The ‘impact’ can be positive or negative,

and can be intended or unintended, or a combination of all of

these”

Other definitions are very similar to this one provided by Big Society Capital

(see for example Appendix B to see a comparable definition issued by the

Social Investment Task Force in 2014.) The report, however, does not show

‘the effect on people that happens as a result of” the activities of the pre-

school organisation, but instead, provides a series of “quick facts” such as

the number of apprentices in training, customer satisfaction and enrollment.

These constitute input, rather than impact, data. None of these data indicate

the long term societal benefit of operating the pre-school, which might have

been indicated by figures about educational attainment of former students or

the educational achievements of their current students compared to a control

group. This publication, although described as a social impact report, fails to

make any reference to social impact as defined by the most widely accepted

definition of the term. It is not within the scope of this study to investigate

the reasons why organisations represent their achievements using language
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that is inconsistent with definitions provided for the concept of social impact.

Some organisations claim to provide performance reporting such as ‘social

impact reporting’ in line with (at least one of the key) standardised definitions

available on the websites of social investment intermediaries such as Big

Society Capital. However, what they do in fact provide falls far short of

the definition, and on one occasion a social enterprise involved in early

years education provided only input data (numbers of children attending

the school) rather than any measure of outcome or output, let alone the

broader and more wide-ranging term, impact. In this case, interview evidence

suggested that the organization was unaware that their reporting language

and practice diverged from the standard defintions of social impact reporting,

which makes it more likely that this is a case of semantic widening rather

than the provision of intetentionally misleading information for purposes of

managing the expectations of external financial stakeholders.

The third issue observed as a result of the scrutiny of social organisation’s

websites was that, in some cases, different languages were included side-by-

side on many homepages, or on pages describing social impact.15 This then

suggests that these organisations choose not to tranlsate their message into

one particular language, and instead use both languages. On the website

of the charity, Action for Children, a juxtaposition exists, with different

languages included on one page. The ‘Our Impact’ page is split into two

parts, with one section section entitled ‘Our services change lives’ and lists

areas they target. The second section sets out benefits to society, including

financialised measures of that benefit and a statement that, “with every £1

invested in intensive family support leading to a saving of £9.20 for society”.

This costed societal outcome is quite different from the detailed description

of how lives are changed which includes a section containing ‘real life stories’,

which are personal and emotional rather than abstract, financialised and

aggregate in nature.

On the website of The Nelson Trust, a statistical section describing “Out-

15The term language as it is used here does not refer to natural language (such as English
and Chinese) but to the structured communications of particular communities (that I then
refer to as linguistic communities).
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comes and Successes” is placed alongside links to audio recordings of individ-

uals who have been helped by the charity. The use of audio testimony, which

is highly personal and using everyday language, contrasts with the raw data

(mostly percentages) spaced around it. This suggests that social organisations

make particular choices of the language type to include on their website in

order to communicate effectively with different stakeholders. Thus, different

language appears to be specific to different purposes, where these purposes

are defined in terms of communication with different external stakeholder

groups.

This suggests that translatability between social organisations and other

stakeholders may drive the motivation for such organisations to translate for

purposes that are not specifically related to interactions with investors. It

also raises the possbility that social organisations are not simply repurposing

existing language for different purposes, or trying to “bend” language to suit

their specific objectives as described by Zappettini and Unerman (2016) as

recontextualisation.

5. Discussion. In the philosophy of language, Donald Davidson has argued

that all languages are inter-translatable;16 that is, it is possible to find, for

any sentence S in a language L1, a sentence (or set of sentences) S ′ in a

language L2 such that S ′ can be said to express the same meaning as S. If

his arguments are correct, this would mean that the apparent inability of

investment people and charity people to communicate is only a temporary, or

transient, phenomenon and, hence, not one of significant concern. However,

should we take comfort from Davidson’s claim that all languages are inter-

translatable? Whether we do depends on how well the assumptions on which

his argument is based carry over into the realm of accounting with which we

are concerned.

16In Davidson (1973a)’, he writes: “It is tempting to take a very short line indeed [. . . ]
a form of activity that cannot be interpreted as language in our language is not speech
behaviour. Putting matters this way is unsatisfactory, however, for it comes to little more
than making translatibility into a familiar tongue a criterion of languagehood. As fiat, the
thesis lacks the appeal of self-evidence; if it is a truth, as I think it is, it should emerge as
the conclusion of an argument.” (my italics)
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The applicability of Davidson’s view of language and translation, will

hinge on the assumptions he makes which can be found in his paper “Rad-

ical Interpretation”. There, he advances the following claim: “a theory of

truth, modified to apply to a natural language, can be used as a theory of

interpretation.” (pg. 319).17 Effectively, Davidson is arguing that the truth

of a sentence depends on the way the world is. This raises the following

question: what kind of truth are we talking about? It is natural to think that

a statement about the natural world such as “Schnee ist weiss” in German

can be translated to “snow is white” because it is true that snow is white,

and this serves as a point to bridge the statement in German to the statement

in English. Although this seems plausible for descriptive statements about

the natural world, what should we think about more complex statements?

What would it mean to say that a term used by social organizations such as

“soft loan” can be shown to be true in virtue of some fact in the world?

Davidson is clear about this: he thinks that the complexities will, ulti-

mately, prove capable of being addressed. In “Radical Interpretation”, he

writes:

“there is no generally accepted method now known for dealing

[. . . ] with a host of problems, for example, sentences that attribute

attitudes, modalities, general causal statements, counterfacturals,

attributive adjectives, quantifiers like ‘most’, and so on. On the

other hand, there is what seems to me to be fairly impressive

progress. To mention some examples, there is the work of Tyler

Burge on proper names, Gilbert Harman on ‘ought’, John Wallace

on mass terms and comparatives, and there is my own work on

attributions of attitudes and performatives.”

Davidson thus acknowledges that the foundational claim on which his argu-

ment for the inter-translability of all languages rests has not yet been fully

developed. Yet, he argues, given the “fairly impressive progress”, his program

will likely be successful.

17Although Davidson does introduce a fine-grain distinction between translation and
interpretation, for the purposes of this paper we can treat them as largely equivalent.
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Yet, the lived experience of literary translators seems quite different from

the theory of translation proposed by Davidson. According to Daniel Hahn,

director of the British Centre for Literary Translation:

“Translation is impossible! And I don’t just mean it’s really, really

difficult, but really, it’s not actually possible. Theres not a single

word in any of the languages I translate that can map perfectly

onto a word in English. So its always interpretative, approximate,

creative. Anything that is, itself, a ‘linguistic quality will by

definition be anchored in a particular language whether it’s idiom,

ambiguity, or assonance. All languages are different. There are

congruences between languages that are more closely related, of

course, but those relationships are very much in the minority.”’18

Translation is impossible according to this translator, yet that is not to say

that meaning cannot be conveyed across linguistic communities to some

degree. Fahmida Riaz, a literary translator highlights the role of cultural

differences in translating between different languages:

“Sometimes, one comes across almost untranslatable words, be-

cause of cultural differences. One such word in Urdu is ‘sharmana.

A example of this word in a sentence would be a situation in

which a boy approaches a girl and the girl is ‘sharma gaiee’. This

cannot be simply translated into English as ‘blushed’ or ‘felt shy’

or ‘was embarrassed’.”’19

If cultural factors provide such complexity for translators, it may be that

similar cultural differences between (or intentional states of individuals within)

the different linguistic communities might render any kind of simplistic

translation manual redundant. The glossaries and IRIS-style databses might

then provide little amelioration to the fundamental problems of translation

across cultural borders.

18https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/

what-makes-good-literary-translator.
19See previous url
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Where does this leave us with the arguments presented by Davidson’s

and his view that all linguistic schemes must necessarily be translatable? Do

reasons exist for arguing that the apparent lack of inter-translatability between

social investors and social organizations may fail to resolve? If so, it we may

have to reject Davidson’s view and accept that the problem of translation

between these two linguistic communities is unavoidably conceptual rather

than merely practical. If we are to adopt Davidson’s notion of the necessary

inter-translatability of languages, one minor and two main possibilities exist

to explain the persistence of translation problems in social investment. To

begin, though, it may be worth acknowledging that Davidson’s argument is

a ‘limit result’, in that is he argues that translatability is always possible in

the limit of discursive exchange. Although he would argue that the apparent

failure of translation is simply a practical hiccup in what will ultimately be

two inter-translatable languages, how much solace should we take from this

point? As Keynes noted, “in the long run we are all dead”. If constant talking

at cross-purposes will persist for the foreseeable future, translatibility in the

limit provides small comfort. Yet, two significant challenges to Davidson’s

argument exist: first, how reasonable are his assumptions about realism and

truth? And second, what role do intentions, morality and power relations

play in constituting language?

5.1. Realism and truth.. Finally, Davidson’s theory of translation is under-

pinned by a realist conception of truth, and is best understood as a theory

of how to map true sentences of one language onto the true sentences of

another language, using the world as the coordinating device bridging the two

languages. (You can see his commitment to a realist conception of truth when

he writes, in the Conceptual Schemes paper: “That experience takes a certain

course, that our skin is warmed or punctured, that the universe is finite, these

facts, if we like to talk that way, make sentences and theories true.”). This

may not be appropriate for application to accounting language because of its

socially constructed nature. When sentences are true because of acts of social

construction, there may be no way to bridge the two linguistic communities.

For example, how could one translate sentences about ownership rights of
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joint-stock companies into the language spoken by a small-scale society with

no concept of private property, much less a concept of incorporated entities?

Given the socially constructed nature of the concepts used in the language

of social investment, however, it is not clear that the truth of a statement

results from the way the world is. For example, how are we to establish the

truth of a statement such as, “the social return on investment is £7.35 for

every pound invested”? It is plausible that different individuals may have

differing views on the veracity of this statement, not because of the way the

world is, but because of their interpretation of the question. If the truth of an

answer depends not just on the way the world is, but on the scheme-specific

meaning of the question it answers, Davidson’s arguments about the inter-

translatability of all languages disintegrates as it relies on a specific theory of

truth. In this regard, the notion of a conceptual scheme has been argued by

philosopher Ian Hacking to be somewhat different from how it was conceived

by Davidson. According to (Hacking, 1999) a conceptual scheme specifies the

meaning of a question so that members of different conceptual schemes give

truthful but different answers to the same question because of differences in

the meaning of the question in the two different schemes. Hacking illustrates

his point using the example of missile accuracy. The truth of an answer to a

evaluative question such as “is that missile accurate?” will depend on the

conceptual and epistemic scheme in which the question makes sense. Thus,

for a missile that falls within one metre of the target, the statement is true,

only because of the meaning of accuracy within this epistemic scheme.

5.2. Values and power relations.. Another assumption by Davidson with

respect to translation is that the statements made in either language are

spoken by individuals intending to be truthful. This means that individuals

making statements do not prevaricate (intend to mislead through making

statements that are truthful) or dissemble (mislead by omitting relevant

information). Essentially, this requirement assumes that the speakers want

to communicate, and are not resistent to the messages being sent. However,

this implies that successful translation does not imply any loss of identity or

possible subjugation of one speaker by another. Issues of power and control
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may undermine these requirements and hence the possibility of translation.

Following Oelberger et al. (2012), we might consider that the relationship

expressed linguistically between investors and social organizations may not

be one of equal power. Following the financial crisis, austerity measures

have negatively affected grant for social organizations, many of whom are

in desperate need of alternatives such as social investment. If then the

power relationship between the groups is unequal, interpretations of linguistic

statements may reflect mistrust or anxiety over a lack of power.

This is hardly a surprising suggestion, given that the main objectives

of commercial and charitable organisations are distinct (and in fact these

objectives define these organisational types). Corporations’ decision-making

(as operationalised by their directors) is aimed at satisfying the demands of

shareholders,20 whereas charities aim to deliver social value. As an example,

the first page of Marks and Spencer’s Strategic Report for 2017 showed its

key performance indicators for the year, being revenue, profit before tax and

dividends.21. Although sustainability issues are subsequently discussed as

part of the overall strategy, financial issues dominate. By contrast, the first

page of the Annual Report of a UK charity, Save the Children, describes its

achievements in terms of the number of children reached and lives saved.

Although many for-profit corporates include moral language in their

reporting to external stakeholders, in the form of corporate social responsibility

reporting (CSR), a substantial literature has addressed the use of moral

language by corporates in their CSR, although critical scholars have argued

that this constitutes image management or “greenwashing” (Mahoney et al.,

2013)

In spite of Davidson’s claim that moral statements may be translatable, it

is possible that the value-ladeness of the languages and the contested nature of

the concepts may prevent people from ever reaching agreement. In philosophy,

20This may not necessarily mean that directors must attempt to maximise profits within
a particular year, as shareholders may prefer longer term wealth generation. The primacy of
shareholders is established in the Companies Act Section 172 and although UK Companies
Act additionally requires directors to consider other stakeholders, ultimately the desires of
shareholders are paramount.

21http://annualreport.marksandspencer.com/M&S_AR2017_StrategicReport.pdf
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Gallie argues:

“There are concepts which are essentially contested, concepts the

proper use of which inevitably involves endless disputes about

their proper uses on the part of their users.” (Gallie, 1956)

Certain concepts, represented by phrases such as ‘social return on investment’

may then be viewed, a priori, as being capable of being translated into

another language. Further, we might expect that translation to yield the

same meaning to members of the linguistic community into whose language

it has been translated. A problem exists with this optimistic view, however.

That optimism is challenged by the existence of different value systems and

sets of interests in the two communities. Consequently the very possibility

of translating the meaning of that phrase may become difficult or even

impossible, because the concept is essentially contested. Gallie specifies that

in order to count as essentially contested, a concept must possess certain

essential attributes, two of which are relevant for concepts in the language of

social investment. First the concept must be evaluative and second it must be

complex (relying on a number of related concepts and evaluation protocols). It

is clear that many of the evaluative concepts used in performance measurement

may be categorised as essentially contested concepts. Consider social return

on investment calculations: these are not only evaluative but rely on networks

of rules in both the social enterprise and investment communities.

Even the language relating to capital strucure can be contested, leading

to confusion of meaning by different linguistic groups. In the report of the

ACSI, a social enterprise is quoted as saying :

“We don’t make a clear distinction between grant and investment.

Weve done some repayable grants with no interest. We can have

blurred rules on the approach. It’s impact led, well look at

anything.” (Floyd and Gregory, 2015, page 48)

An initial reading of this statement might suggest that that the cause of

the translation problem is simply the ignorance of individuals in the social

sector about financing (generally accepted definitions of grants, debt and
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quasi-equity) yet a closer look suggests that for social enterprises, conventional

views on how such mission-driven organizations ought to be funded colour

the interpretation of the concept. Since such organizations are focused on

generating social welfare, they may view different forms of financing as

unimportant and not an appropriate focus for them.

Perhaps, though, issues of power and culture have rendered certain con-

cepts to be untranslatable between specific linguistic schemes (such as those

of investment and the social sector). In their study addressing the language

use on websites of non-profits in the Bay areas of San Francisco, Oelberger

et al. (2012) highlight the importance of the distribution of power between

linguistic groups in establishing how language might be expected to change

over time:

“Alternatively, more socially powerful discourses might be ob-

served to colonize the older civic language of participation and

solidarity. A third option is that these diverse languages flow into

another, as multiple streams meet in an eddy, combining into an

indissoluble mix of all three.”

Although the purpose of this paper is not to identify linguistic shifts, we

can see that issues of power and the intentions of particular groups play an

important role in the possibility of translation. Thus, we might explain a

failure to understand the language of another linguistic group as the result

of antagonism, mistrust or fundamental differences in value systems. The

meaning of a ‘soft loan’ may be misunderstood by a member of staff at a

social organization whose network of beliefs are inconsistent with repayable,

near-commercial terms. Similarly, with respect to performance reporting,

a member of staff may fail to understand that ‘social impact’ refers to a

specific set of metrics rather than the aggregation of subjective and personal

experiences of observed improvements in the situation of those individuals

upon whom a social intervention has been made.

It is easier to see such essentially contested concepts in descriptions of

performance, whether in terms of financial returns or social impact generation.

Parties to a conversation may end up talking past each other, that is, talking
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at cross purposes (misunderstanding each other in one particular sense). Or

they may even talk across purposes in the sense that the differences in their

objectives in communicating and in their value-systems lead to a failure of

clear communication, amounting to a failure of translation. As an example,

the term loan used by a social investor in a negotiation with a potential

investee may be understood quite differently by the individual belonging

to the social enterprise community, because of the evaluative judgments of

lending practices to mission-driven organizations.

According to the report by the Alternative Commission on Social Invest-

ment, significant issues of ambiguity and contestation exist in the sector for

social investment:

“Depending on your preferred term, your favoured definition and

your own interpretation of that definition, the boundaries of ‘the

sector’ are blurred and often contested.”(Floyd and Gregory, 2015,

page 8)

and

“While contexts differ, it is still clear that this is a contested

term. It could even be seen as one that has been appropriated by

successive UK governments and a small group of policy-shapers,

whose power and influence have, unintentionally or otherwise,

taken legitimacy away from alternative conceptions of what social

investment might be.”(ibid, page 21)

The existence of cultural and power imbalances leading to the contestation

of concepts challenges Davidson’s view that all languages — and therefore

investment language and social language — are inter-translatable.

The website analysis revealed the interspersing of different language types

on the same webpage, presumably for the purpose of communicating effectively

with multiple external stakeholders who might view the website (what we

might describe as communicating across purposes). As such, fails to reveal

the “bending” of language to suit specific purposes as described for the case

of Intergrated Reporting by Zappettini and Unerman (2016). Instead, social
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organisations provide a mixture of linguistic types. The fact that the presence

of one language (for example the language of investment, with financialised,

abstract terminology) might negatively affect the communicative effectiveness

of the more emotional content, such as personal, emotional accounts (both

audio and in written) about the experiences of those individuals helped.

The placement of different linguistic styles on one webpage may in fact be

intended to somehow mitigate potentially negative reactions to either style of

communication. Spence and Thomson (2009) have argued that corporates

introduce rhetorical devices, such as the introductions of particular tropes,

into their publications as a means of “glossing over” hypocrisy or disingenous

actions related to greenwashing. The placement of different languages side-

by-side (rather than using some kind of bridging language) might reflect an

attempt on the part of these social organisations at attenuating any negative

effects on their brand or reputation amongst non-investment communities of

the inclusion of investment language.

6. Conclusion. This paper has investigated a failure of translatability

between the linguistic communities of investors and social entrepreneurs, as

evidenced by practioner documentation and interview evidence. This lack of

inter-translatability was shown to affect statements about capital structures

(related to equity and debt) and to performance measurement (social impact

reporting) that use accounting, financial and statistical terminology. We

might reasonably assume that statements made by investors and social organ-

isations within the context of the market for social investment are intended

to provide objective terms suitable for contracting purposes, since both in-

vestors and social organisations will expect to benefit from the execution

of an investment transaction (the former generating blended financial and

social returns, and the latter obtaining funding for projects). The observed

translation problems between the two linguistic schemes may prove to be

an obstacle to the successful completion of such investment transactions as

potential investors and potential investees may fail to communicate effectively

and misunderstanding about deal structures and expectations of subsequent

performance measurement may exist. Such failure of translation may then
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ultimately obstruct the growth of the market for social investment.

With some notable exceptions, such as work by Evans et al. (2015);

Oelberger et al. (2012); Spence (2007); Spence and Thomson (2009) and

Zappettini and Unerman (2016), there has been limited attention to issues of

translation in the accounting literature, particularly in regard to social issues.

In the philosophy of language, work by Davidson (1973b), was identified

as a source of some comfort. This is because Davidson has argued that,

in conceptual terms, any two languages must be translatable. After all,

if Finnegans Wake can be translated into Chinese, why should a set of

declarative statements about social investment not be easily translatable from

the language of social investors to that of social enterpreneurs and vice versa?

Yet, how are we to make sense of the problems of translation that evidently

exist in the social invesment market? To what extent can we take comfort from

Davidson’s argument that all languages must necessarily be inter-translatable?

As a starting point in the evaluation of Davidson’s work on translation, I

acknowledged that we can only rely on Davidson’s arguments in the long run.

This is because he argues for conceptual translatability in the limit, and so

any failure of inter-translatability between linguistic communities may simply

be a practical rather than conceptual problem as translatability fails between

linguistic communities in the short run.

What if the tranlsation problem persists beyond the short run? In an-

swering this question, I presented two main challenges to Davidson’s work

suggesting that a failure of translation is possible. First, I highlighted a

problem with the assumption made by Davidson that translation is built

on a realist conception of truth. Such a theory of truth may not, I argued,

be applicable to a language based exclusively on concepts that are socially

constructed. In fact, I argued that alternative views such as those of Hacking

(2002) might better reflect the notion of conceptual schemes in which the

meaning of the question is relative to the scheme. Second, I argued that

for linguistic communities built on quite distinct value-systems or if power-

relations are unequal between linguistic communities, translation may be

impossible. In arguing for this, I challenged Davidson’s assumption that

linguistic agents are truthful and that value-based concepts are necessarily
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translatable. Investors may be intent on driving efficiency and generating

blended returns, yet this may be incompatible with acting charitably and set

up incommensurabilities between the two linguistic schemes. Furthermore,

individuals may not be intending to make truthful statements when they use

language due to attempts at manipulation and mistrust.
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A. Translation manuals.

A.1. Example of a social investment glossary.

6/30/2017 Glossary | Big Society Capital

https://www.bigsocietycapital.com/glossary 1/5

HOM

GLOARY
We realie that terminolog can e confuing, and epeciall o in an emerging �eld
uch a ocial invetment. A the market grow and ecome more tandardied, the
terminolog will e etter undertood. In the meantime, thi gloar provide ome
inight and help reduce confuion. It i not intended to e de�nitive.

A

Aet: a �nancial ene�t recorded on a alance heet. Aet include all propertie, oth tangile and
intangile, and an claim for mone owed  other. Aet can include cah, inventorie, and propert
right. Tangile aet are thoe that have a phical form uch a uilding, equipment and vehicle.



alance heet: a "naphot" of the aet and liailitie of an organiation at a ingle point in time.

ond: a formal contract to repa orrowed mone with interet at �xed interval. A ond i like a loan. The
holder of the ond i the lender, the iuer or eller of the ond i the orrower, and the coupon i the interet.
The eller of the ond agree to repa the principal amount of the loan at a peci�ed time (maturit).

C

Capital: capital uuall refer to �nancial capital or mone, and in particular the amount of cah and other
aet held  an organiation.

Captone invetor: the �nal invetor in a fund or a project whoe invetment ecure the other invetment
and enale the fund or project go ahead

Cah �ow: a cah �ow forecat how the total expected out�ow (pament) and in�ow (receipt) over the
ear, uuall on a monthl or quarterl ai. It i an eential tool for undertanding where there will e
hortage and urplue of fund during the ear and planning for wa to reolve thee.

Co-invetment: invetment in a project or fund alongide and often on the ame term a other invetor.

Communit development �nance intitution (CDFI): an organiation that provide a�ordale loan and
upport to uinee, ocial enterprie and individual who truggle to get �nance from high treet ank
and loan companie.

W U COOKI ON THI IT TO NHANC
YOUR UR XPRINC
 clicking an link on thi page ou are giving our conent for
u to et cookie.

OK, I agree   No, give me more info

[h]
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A.2. Esmee Fairbairn: Jargon Buster.

Social Investment Jargon Buster
A
Asset – something valuable that an organisation owns, benefits from, or has use of that is 
recorded on its balance sheet. Tangible assets could include property, vehicles, equipment etc.

B
Bond / Charity Bond – a specific type of loan, usually an alternative to borrowing from a 
bank. The borrower is the ‘issuer’ or ‘seller’ of the bond and the lender is the holder. Interest on 
the bond is known as the coupon. Interest is usually paid at fixed intervals and the issuer of the 
bond agrees to repay the original loan amount at a specified time, this is known as maturity. 
Bonds tend to be more appropriate if an organisation is looking to raise a large amount of 
money.

Bridging loan – a loan to assist with daily running costs as an organisation waits for other 
funds to arrive (e.g. a grant payment).

C
Capital – wealth in the form of money or other assets (e.g. property) that are owned by an 
organisation and can be made available for a specific purpose.

Capital cost – fixed, one-time expenses for the purchase of land, buildings, construction or 
equipment used in the production of goods, delivery of services or development of a project.

Capital gain – a profit from an investment or the sale of assets like a property. The capital 
gain is the increase in value or wealth to the organisation or individual

Capitalisation of interest / interest roll-up – interest on a loan is charged but not paid 
out in cash. Instead it is added to the balance of the outstanding loan that needs to be repaid 
in time. 

Cashflow – a cash flow forecast shows the total expected expenditure (costs) and income 
(revenue) over the year, usually on a monthly or quarterly basis. It is an essential tool for 
understanding what funds will be available during the year and if there is sufficient money 
available each month / quarter to cover the expenditure.

Collateral – the borrower pledges a specific asset or assets (e.g. property) as security 
against a loan. The collateral provides additional protection to the lender if the borrower is 
unable to repay the debt.  See also ‘Secured loan’.
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A.3. Database of standardised terminology.
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IRI

Aout IRI
IRI and the Gloal Impact Inveting Network
IRI i an initiative of the Gloal Impact Inveting Network (GIIN), a nonprofit
organization dedicated to increaing the cale and effectivene of impact inveting.
Impact invetment are invetment made into companie, organization, and fund
with the intention to generate ocial and environmental impact alongide a financial
return.

The GIIN recognize impact meaurement a a core characteritic of impact inveting
and offer IRI a a free pulic good to upport tranparenc, crediilit, and
accountailit in impact meaurement practice acro the impact invetment indutr.

IRI ha een an initiative of the GIIN ince 2009. Prior to that, IRI wa jointl managed
 The Rockefeller Foundation, Acumen, and  La, which egan development of IRI in
earl 2008 with technical upport from Hitachi, Deloitte, and PricewaterhoueCooper.

 
The Ongoing volution of IRI
Toda, IRI enefit from the upport of the IRI Advior od that contriute to the
continuou development of the IRI catalog. Metric are elected or developed for the
IRI catalog through a formal and open proce that include review and incluion of
exiting 3rd part tandard, input from expert working group and advior, and
feedack from uer and the pulic. Uer wihing to provide feedack can do o 
clicking the “Feedack” link in the footer of each page of the IRI weite, or reaching
out directl to the IRI initiative  e-mailing iriinfo@thegiin.org.

 IRI outreach and adoption effort are oltered  a network of adoption partner.
Thee partner encourage and upport IRI ue among their contituent and alo
upport the GIIN’ aggregation and anali of IRI compatile performance data from
uinee and organization eeking and receiving impact invetment.

Gloal Impact Inveting Network  30 road treet, 38th Floor  New York, NY 10004
For more information, or to requet a demo of IRI, e-mail iriinfo@thegiin.org ©2010–2017 Gloal Impact Inveting Network (GIIN)
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.
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B. Definition of Social Impact: Excerpt from the Impact Measure-

ment Report by the Impact Measurement Working Group (2014).
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C. Interviews conducted. [Chronological order]

Interviewee Organization Date

(anonymised)

Interviewee-1 Soc Invest Jan 2012

Interviewee-2 Soc Invest March 2012

Interviewee-3 Soc Invest March 2012

Interviewee-4 Soc Invest March 2012

Interviewee-5 Soc Invest Sept 2013

Interviewee-6 Soc Invest Oct 2013

Interviewee-7 Consultant Oct 2013

Interviewee-8 Soc Invest Oct 2013

Interviewee-9 Consultant Oct 2013

Interviewee-10 Consultant Nov 2013

Interviewee-11 Charity Jan 2014

Interviewee-12 Social Enterprise Jan 2014

Interviewee-13 Social Enterprise Jan 2014

Interviewee-14 Social Enterprise Feb 2014 and Dec 2013

Interviewee-15 Consultant March 2014

Interviewee-16 Soc Invest March 2013

Interviewee-17 Social Enterprise June 2014

Interviewee-18 Social Enterprise July 2014 and Jan 2017

Interviewee-19 Social Enterprise Nov 2014

Interviewee-20 Social Enterprise Nov 2014

Interviewee-22 Social Enterprise Nov 2014

Interviewee-23 Social Enterprise Nov 2014

Interviewee-24 Charity Nov 2014

Interviewee-25 Charity Nov 2014

Interviewee-26 Charity Jan 2015

Interviewee-27 Charity Jan 2015

Interviewee-28 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-29 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-30 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-31 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-32 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-33 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-34 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-35 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-36 Charity Feb 2015
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Interviewee Organization Date

Interviewee-37 Social Enterprise Feb 2015

Interviewee-38 Charity Feb 2015

Interviewee-39 Social Enterprise Mar 2015

Interviewee-40 Charity Mar 2015

Interviewee-41 Charity Mar 2015

Interviewee-42 Charity Apr 2016

Interviewee-43 Charity May 2016

Interviewee-44 Charity May 2016

Interviewee-45 Charity May 2016

Interviewee-46 Social Enterprise Jan 2017
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D. Widening of the term ‘impact’: Social impact for a social enter-

prise offering pre-school education in London.
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% \section{Call}

% However, exact equivalence in translation is rare; there is no one-to
% one semantic correspondence of concepts between different
% language-cultures (Catford 1965; Venuti, 1995). This is especially the
% case when a subject or discipline – such as accounting - is
% culture-specific, socially constructed, inherently indeterminate or
% ideological (Evans et al., 2015, Evans 2004). It cannot be assumed,
% therefore, that ‘all ways of viewing the social world can be
% straightforwardly captured using the English language’ (Temple,
% p.100), nor that an objective reality can be obtained by translation
% (Xian, 2008). Instead, translation is implicated in uneven power
% relationships (Bassnett and Trivedi, p.3; Simon, 1997). In spite of
% this, with few exceptions, accounting largely appears to neglect
% translation – both as a research opportunity and as a methodological
% and epistemological consideration. This is in contrast to the
% ‘translation turn’ in other disciplines. However, research on language
% use and translation in accounting has the potential to have real world
% impact – for example, the IFRS Foundation has recently called for
% research on language and cultural influences on the international
% application of its standards. Finally, engagement with translation
% does not have to be limited to interlingual translation, but can
% include all aspects of translation – in the wider sense – across
% cultures and disciplines.




% \hfill
% \begin{minipage}{9cm}
%   ``No one can serve two masters.  Either you will hate the one and
%   love the other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the
%   other.  You cannot serve both God and money.''
% 
% \hfill
% \emph{Matthew 6:24}
% \ldots or can you?
% \end{minipage}
% 
\onehalfspace
% \doublespace


% \todo[inline]{Fix anonymise, elaborate on methods, include 10 refs in
%   introduction as part of a mini lit review, include more quotations,
%   include evidence from websites,  say more about contested
%   concepts in the analysis and include in the conclusion, proof read
%   once more}
\section{Introduction}

Technical language is generally assumed to be objective and less prone
to problems of translation than literary prose and poetry. The
translator of James Joyce's \emph{Finnegans Wake} from English into Chinese
did not, for example, manage to translate a single word during the
first two years of work on the project and had to use extensive footnotes
to explain the meanings of words such as ``riverrun''. She even found
it necessary to create new Chinese characters to convey the meaning of
certain words and take into account elements of onomatopoeia
\citep{WSJ:Finnegan}. Given that the objective of translation is to
preserve the meaning of a set of statements across different
linguistic communities, it seems natural to assume that non-fictional,
declarative language would generally present far fewer problems of
translatability.

This study highlights the difficulty of translation, even for issues
that are non-fictional and describe simple activities and structures
using quantitative and accounting based terms. Perhaps, given the
accounting literature that addresses the problems regarding
translation in financial reporting, this should not be all that
surprising. In this regard, the work of \cite{N
  obes:2006,Zeff:2007a} on
the translation of IFRS and work by \citet{ErbandPelger:2015} that
addresses linguistic issues relating to the IASB conceptual framework
\citep{ErbandPelger:2015}. Furthermore, excellent conceptual work
addresses issues of ambiguity across languages \citep{Evansetal:2015},
the \emph{recontextualisation} of discourse
\citep{ZappettiniandUnerman:2016} and the hegemonic nature of
discourse \citep{Spence:2007}.\footnote{See also, work by
  \cite{DhamanianConnolly:2012,LlewellynandMilne:2007,
    MilneTregidgaandWalton:2009,Teasdale:2011}. }Yet the linguistic
communities that this study addresses use Engl ish as their natural
language and nevertheless still experience problems of translation.
Perhaps, then, we ought then to think of a linguistic community in its
broadest sense as an epistemic or cultural community rather than a
natural language community.  Specifically, in this case, the technical
languages, for which translation problems arise, use accounting
terminology to describe the structure and perfomance of social
investment entities.

The two communities whose languages appear to be yielding translation
problems are those of social investors and social organisations
(charities and social enterprises, who are potential recipients of
social investment funding). Traditionally, the financial investment
and charity communities have used different language.
\cite{Oelbergeretal:2012} argue that the market for social investment
can be subdivided into three different cultures: civil society, the
scientific community, and the managerial sphere, each of which has a
specific language:
\begin{quote}
``Accordingly, each arena has a distinctive discourse and terminology:
the domain of civil society speaks an associational language, the
research community converses in scientific discourse, and the world of
business and government communicates with a managerial
vocabulary. Each arena has historically contributed to the character
of the social sector.''\citep[][page 2]{Oelbergeretal:2012}
\end{quote}
Similarly, the two groups (investors  and social
organisations) can be viewed as constituting distinct linguistic
communities. Given that the interactions between these two communities
have been limited in the past, however, issues of translation have
been of little interest historically.  Yet this has recently changed
with the development of the market for social investment.

\emph{Social investment} is an activity through which social investors
(often former private equity professionals and venture capitalists)
make financial investments intended to
generate both financial returns and social impact through investing
debt or quasi-equity in social enterprises which address specific
social problems.  The current market for social investment in the UK
is estimated to be approximately £200 million, but in 2012, the government
established financial organisations such as Big Society
  Capital, in an attempt to stimulate growth in the market. Social
investment is hard to define but broadly it refers to any investment
in a mission-driven organisation that is intended to yield a blend of
financial and social returns. Social returns are generally measured
using social impact measures that attempt to capture the long-term
benefit to society of social interventions.

For the structuring and execution of social investment activity,
communication between investors and investees is necessary for
contracting purposes.\footnote{In addition, other groups involved in
  social investment transactions, such as consulting firms,
  government, auditors and social impact evaluators will need to use
  social investment language to communicate with social investors and
  social organizations. } Accounting was initially viewed by both
communities as a \emph{lingua franca}, intended to provide a objective
set of concepts for contracting purposes.
% [INSERT GOOGLE USAGE OF `SOCIAL IMPACT', `SROI', QUASI-EQUITY, SOFT
% LOAN, PATIENT CAPITAL, SOCIAL IMPACT BOND]
In order to be capable of receiving social investment funding, social
organizations (charities and social enterprises) have begun to use the
language of social investment, increasingly describing what they do
using the language of investment and business-style performance
reporting using terminology such as `social return on investment'
\citep{Nicholls:2009, MakingAnImpact:2012, BromleyandMeyer:2014} and
attempting to appear `investment-ready'.\footnote{A similar shift has
  occurred in the US \citep[see, for example][]{Oelbergeretal:2012}.}

Translation problems --- often referred to as a lack of standardised
terms --- can nevertheless be observed on a number of levels within
the social investment market.  To start with, no agreed taxonomy
exists for general terminology related to investment and capital
structures and also to the basic concepts related to
performance. Owing to the lack of standardisation, these can thus be
interpreted differently by different linguistic communities.
In 2015, a commission was initiated to analyse the
state of the market for social investment, and identify weaknesses and
scope for improvement. The final report highlighted ambiguities in
terminology, even in the definition of social investment (for which
they provide ten different definitions of ``social investment'' \citep[][page 25--26]{ACSI:2015}.

One issue raised was that of incommensurability
between the language of investors and that of potential
investees. Quoting from an interview with a social enterprise, the
report states:
\begin{quote}
``They [the investors] were finance people talking
 to Merlin banks in finance language. They were all talking a language they were
 comfortable with.''\citep[][page 48]{ACSI:2015}
\end{quote}
This quotation effectively shows that problems of translation might
hinge on cultural issues, as well as differences in technical
capabilities regarding investment terminology between the two different groups.


Following the publication of the report of the ACSI, a high profile
social sector blogpost, \emph{Pioneer's Post}, carried a piece entitled
``A defining moment: what is social investment?'' by the director of social
finance, Phil Caroe at Allia.\footnote{Allia describes itself as a
  ``charity that supports individuals and organisations who create
  social benefit''.}  Caroe asks:
\begin{quote}
 ``Have you ever had one of those cross purpose conversations, where
 you think you're talking about the same thing but it turns out you
 both meant something different? Sometimes the social investment world
 feels a bit like that. There’s a variety of terms being used: `social
 investment', `impact investment', and sometimes even `social impact
 investment' (not to mention `positive’, `conscious’, `responsible’,
 etc.). It's generally assumed they're interchangeable, that it's just
 a matter of cultural preference which one you choose. But the more
 conversations I have, the more I wonder whether we're actually all
 talking about the same thing.''\citep{PioneerPost:2015}
 \end{quote}
 As this statement shows, the translation problem is apparently well
 known within the sector. As a response to it, social investment
 professionals have developed translation manuals.
 In order to combat this perceived problem, financial intermediaries
 such as  Big Society Capital include glossaries of social investment terms
  on their  websites, acknowledging that translation issues present
  difficulties to participants in this emergent market:
\begin{quote}
  ``We realise that terminology can be confusing, and especially so in
  an emerging field such as social investment. As the market grows and
  becomes more standardised, the terminology will be better
  understood. In the meantime, this glossary provides some insight and
  helps reduce confusion. It is not intended to be
  definitive.''\footnote{https://www.bigsocietycapital.com/glossary}
\end{quote}
Other examples of
 translation manuals range from simple glossaries of key terms (see
 for example, Appendix~\ref{BSC-glossary} and
 Appendix~\ref{app:jargonbuster}) to databases of standardised terms
 (see for example an excerpt from the IRIS databse,
 Appendix~\ref{app:IRIS}).
 
  IRIS, part of a transational standard setting organization, has
  borrowed some of its concept definitions from the International
  Accounting Standards Board and the US Financial Accounting Standards
  Board in an attempts to standardise the financial and social
  concepts used in social investment:

  \begin{quote}
    ``The IRIS Taxonomy Committee, convened in 2009, is responsible
    for the ongoing evolution of the IRIS metrics. The IRIS framework
    is updated regularly based on stakeholder feedback, user
    experience, and evolving perspectives in the impact investing
    industry. Updates to the IRIS metrics and their definitions are
    reviewed by this committee, which comprises impact investing
    practitioners and experts in performance measurement, including
    those who have developed performance reporting systems with which
    IRIS is aligned. The current committee members are listed below.''
    \footnote{\url{https://iris.thegiin.org/about/advisory-body/taxonomy-committee}}
\end{quote}

The objective of IRIS is to develop a database containing standardised
definitions of concepts ranging from financial terms (relating to
captial structures of social investment entities) through to concepts
necessary for performance reporting. They aim to provide standards
which they allow to be continuously updated over time by  subscribers, in
an attempt to remain relevant and reflect current linguistic
trends. Nevertheless, the uptake of IRIS has been limited and it has
failed to become established as the `dictionary' of social investment
terms.  In part, this is likely to be because of the cost of
subscribing and the inability of the organization to respond
sufficiently quickly to change the codifications to refelct subtle
shifts in the language used within the various communities involved in
social investment. 

Given that numerous opportunities for learning the language of
social impact measurement exist, we would expect most organisations to
know and use accurate definitions of the terminology related to social
impact.\footnote{Courses on investment structures and
performance reporting aimed at social organisations are offered by a
number of different groups such as social investment intermediaries,
government agencies and social investment consultants. For
  example, the Cabinet Office provides funding and training in
  `investment readiness' and New Philanthropy Capital (a consulting
  firm and think tank) offers training in social impact measurement).}
Yet in spite of the existence of these translation manuals, there
remain problems in achieving translatability as individuals from the
different linguistic communities speak of problems of translation.

 The existence of such translation problems is noted  by David
 Bartram, a senior executive a social invesment organisation, Big Venture
 Challenge. Bartram argues that language is a crucial obstacle
 to obtaining social investment:
\begin{quote}
  ``For me, the obstacle that must be overcome before any other is the
  language barrier that exists between social investors and the
  entrepreneurs attempting to access the capital. The world of social
  investment is flooded with acronyms, jargon and confusing language –
  making things needlessly difficult for social entrepreneurs new to
  the space. If we want social investment to be accessible to social
  ventures we need to find a way for social entrepreneurs and
  investors to better communicate.''\citep{Bartram:2015}
    
\end{quote}
This social investor highlights the importance of translation issues
and goes on to argue that:
\begin{quote}
  ``Following the advice of the Alternative Commission on Social
  Investment to provide greater transparency in the market would be a
  good first step. We should be working together to help entrepreneurs
  navigate the social investment market, create greater clarity around
  the language that is used, and provide entrepreneurs with simple
  guidance and advice on accessing the capital
  available.'' \citep{Bartram:2015}
  \end{quote}

  What does all this evidence from practitioners engaged in social
  investment show? It seems that translation problems persist in the
  field of social investment which is puzzling, given the expected
  motivation for both linguistic communities to communicate
  effectively in order to execute investment deals and the provision
  by the social investment of various translation manuals is puzzling.
  Is it possible that the languages of investment and social work are
  not inter-translatable? In fact, is it possible that any two
  languages are not capable of inter-translation?

  In this paper, I attempt to answer this question by building on the
  work of the philosopher of language, Donald Davidson.  Rather than
  provide a merely conceptual analysis, however, I also provide
  significant empirical evidence to support my arguments, in the form
  of the analysis of the websites of 128 social organizations and
  48 interviews with 46 individuals working in the social sector.

  

\section[Background]{Background: The emergence of the market for social investment}
\label{sec:history-soc-impact}


The adoption by third sector organizations of this language of
investment is described by investment intermediaries and third sector
actors as being important for communicating with funders.  One
research report commissioned by a group of funders and social
investment advisers stated that, ``[d]ifferences in language and usage
pose a challenge, and those involved must continually strive to iron
out these wrinkles'' \citep[pg.11]{Cliffordetal:2013}.  Social
investment funds generally require investees to report in terms which
are comparable with those used investment firms. Intermediaries have
argued that the adoption of social impact reporting is important for
potential investees as it enables them to ``speak the same language
that funders understand'' \citep{NPCBigSocFinFund:2011}.

Structural and institutional changes within the social sector have
been identified as important drivers of change.  One change was to the
legal structure of charities. The advent of
the social enterprise towards the end of the last century introduced a
commercial element to the social sector \citep{Santos:2012}. These
hybrid organizations structured their social interventions with the
intention of earning both social and financial returns, generating
revenue for example through trading activities.  Social
entrepreneurship has led to a move away from charity accounting and to
more commercial style accountability
\citep{BromleyandMeyer:2014,HwangandPowell:2009,Nicholls:2009}.  In
part, \citeauthor{Nicholls:2009} attributes this trend towards
economic measurement to the influence of economic modes of thought
which eventually filtered through to the area of not-for-profit
organizations.

The emergence of social enterpreneurship and the development of new
funding structures together marked the beginning of an aspirational
market for social investment.  The roots of social investing are to
be found in the US in the 1970s when an interest in ethical issues
in investment decisions first began to take hold.  Thereafter,
socially responsible investment (``SRI'') emerged, incorporating
ethical attitudes to stock selection, shareholder activism and
community investment. Over the last two decades, investment products
incorporating social or environmental considerations have
proliferated \citep{WoodandHagerman:2010}.  However, while social
enterprises within the arts, education and healthcare have more
commonly involved in revenue-generating activities since 1980s
\citep{Child:2010}, this shift is new for the types of social
interventions I analyse in this paper, specifically those related to
poverty and ageing. The term `social enterprise', broadly construed,
has been described as a ``hybrid'' which ``combines business
activity with social purpose'' and is determined by an institutional
context \citep[pg. 243]{Mendell:2010}. Its roots can be traced to
the microfinance movement which was started in the 1970s and
combined financial return with doing social good. The earliest
social enterprises appeared in the late 1980s, but social investment
only began to take hold across Europe in the 1990s
\citep{DefournyandNyssens:2010}.

Furthermore, new intermediaries, in particular, social investment
funds, are structured along the lines of traditional private equity
or venture capital funds.  In fact, calls for a venture capital
approach to the funding of social interventions have been
forthcoming in management journals such as the Harvard Business
Review \citep{Lettsetal:1997}. These funds are led by managers (or
in some cases trustees), who have significant experience in private
equity or investment banking. The rise of the social purpose
organisations who combined doing good works with an economic
motivation was one factor that can be linked to the increasing
perception that social impact reporting was necessary. Scholars in
social investment have investigated the demands of social investment
finance intermediaries, or ``SIFIs'' and found that these are
similar to those in the for-profit sector, including financial
sustainability, robust governance structures, skilled management
teams and a clear social mission \citep{Hazenbergetal:2014}.

The growth of social entrepreneurship and social investment has been
accompanied by a pressure for increased social performance
reporting. This pressure has been manifested in a combination of
top-down influence from government in supporting social enterprise
reporting and bottom-up engagement of stakeholders has further
stimulated interest in performance measurement and reporting
\citep{Nicholls:2009}. The top-down apparatus of social investment
included government-led initiatives such as the `Investment and
Contract Readiness Fund' created by the Cabinet Office whose remit
was to help social ventures ``to access new forms of investment and
compete for public service
contracts''.\footnote{http://www.beinvestmentready.org.uk} In
addition, the government also created a new financial institution,
Big Society Capital, charged with growing the market for social
finance by providing regulation and enhanced liquidity.

% Investment-readiness is also advocated by many SIFIs, think tanks
% and funders as an aspirational term for social enteprises seeking
% funding. One key element of investment readiness is the ability to
% demonstrate social impact which is particularly important for
% certain pay-by-results social investment structures, such as social
% impact bonds. Many social investment intermediaries argue that
% social enterprises that do not adapt to the new environment of
% social investment, by becoming investment-ready, will fail to
% attract funding, whereas those which embrace the new regime will
% prosper. However, this view has been challenged by some
% commentators, who have pointed to the fact that the supply of social
% investment funding is not as large as some have suggested. The £202
% million of social investment funding identified by Big Society
% Capital \citep{BigSocietyCapital:2013} actually represents a very
% small part of the market for third-sector funding
% \citep{Floyd:2014}, which suggests that social investors are not
% currently influential funders.  Nevertheless, the increasing number
% of organisations involved in research and focused on developing
% networks of investors, measurement tools and collecting impact data
% reflects the growing interest in the area of social impact
% investment.

Scholars within organisational studies have identified professions
as drivers of change \citep{DiMaggioandPowell:1983}, whether of
professional jurisdictions \citep{Abbott:1988} or of institutional
structure \citep{Scott:2008}. \cite{SuddabyandViale:2011} argue
that professionals provide an endogenous mechanism for
institutional transformations using a number of different
dynamics. These include the use of inherent social capital to
“populate” the new field with new actors and new identities. Such
dynamics of professionalisation have also been analysed with
specific reference to the third sector
\citep{HwangandPowell:2009, EbrahimandRangan:2010}.

The emergence of social impact reporting marked a sea change in the
notion of best practice for performance reporting by charities and
social enterprises. From the 1980s, two decades before the emergence
of impact reporting there had been little change in performance
reporting by charities, in spite of the increased public interest in
ethical investment practices. Prior to the introduction of social
impact reporting, the charitable status of a social organization
would, in itself, signal its moral legitimacy
\citep[pg.~758]{Nicholls:2009}.\footnote{More recently scholars have
  argued that strong belief system enable of the creation of social
  capital. See for example \citep{Chenhalletal:2010}.}  Yet the
current trend towards social impact reporting as best practice
suggests that the inherent trustworthiness of charities and social
enterprises has come to be viewed as an inadequate substitutes for
performance reporting. A key factor appears to have been the shifting
structure of the social sector.

The increased use of impact measures is observable and increasingly
viewed as best practice throughout the third sector.  Survey data of
UK charities with incomes over £10,000, formed the basis of a report
published in October 2012, \emph{Making an Impact}, which found that
75\% of all charities responded that they had increased the amount of
investment in measuring results over the last five years
\citep[pg. 2][]{MakingAnImpact:2012}. According to the same source,
52\% of these charities stated that they had increased their
measurement efforts in order to meet funders' requirements. Measuring
impact is a growing area for funders: 73\% say their focus on impact
measurement has increased over the past five years and 72\% say they
expect to be doing more in the next three
years.\citep[][page 5]{NPCFundingImpact:2013}.
A variety of methods for performance evaluation exist within the third
sector, reflecting different logics \citep{Hall:2012}. Some charities
measure their Social Return on Investment (`SROI')\footnote{SROI aims
  to quantify social outcomes through a calculation which mimics
  elements of decision-theoretic models designed for for-profit
  organisations. This metric was initially developed in the US (see
  \cite{Roberts:2001}) but was introduced swiftly in the UK by groups
  such as New Economics Foundation and later promoted by New
  Philanthropy Capital and Social Finance.} while others simply
provide simple descriptive statistics of their
impact. \footnote{Examples of an SROI calculation and a social impact
  report are set out in Appendix~\ref{fig:PEFimpactstatement}.}
% Many third sector organisations hoping to raise funding, especially
% from sophisticated sources such as `impact philanthropists' or
% `social investment funds' feel obliged to provide calculations of
% social returns on interventions.  For those organisations involved
% in contractual relationships with the public sector, the provision
% of impact measurements is often required.


  
\section{Research Methods}
\label{sec:methods}

This study aims to identify the translation problems encountered by
members of the two key linguistic communities identified  in the
social investment market, social investors and social organizations.

First, the websites of 128 social enterprises were analysed to
identify their use of different types of language (personal stories
using moral or civil society language compared with statistical or
financialised descriptions of the organization's activities).  
These organizations were selected using the online charity and social
enterprise listing, ``Charity Choice'' from which organizations which
lists charities and social enterprises for the purpose of attracting
donations. Organizations were selected from specific categories:
``children and youth'', ``age'' and ``social welfare''.  Data about
each organization’s sector of operation and size (using income as a
proxy) was collected for those organizations making annual charity
filings.\footnote{See http://charitychoice.co.uk} Since the Charity
Choice website is constructed so that each search randomly reorganizes
the ordering of the list of results (presumably to mitigate against
complaints by low-ranked organizations listed about position in the
ranking driving donations) an additional element of randomization was
included in the selection process.

Second, forty-eight semi-structured interviews were conducted, with
forty-six individuals working at social organizations (charities and
social enterprises) and investment organisations. The interviews were
conducted between January 2012 and January 2017 and were
on average 17 minutes long and interviewees were guaranteed
anonymity. Most interviews were recorded and transcribed.\footnote{As
  an exception to this, 7 interviews with social purpose organisations
  were not recorded but instead transcribed in real time.} The list of
interviewees is included as Appendix~\ref{app:interviews}.

The interviewees were selected using a quasi-snowball technique, that
derived from `respondent-driven sampling'
\citep{BiernackiandWaldorf:1981,Coleman:1958,GileandHandcock:2010}
because this offered a means of identifying the epistemic communities
of investors an social organisations, which was likely to be closely
related to the linguistic communities. The first interviewees were
selected because of their affiliation to high profile organisations in
the community. These interviewees then recommendeded other possible
interviewees, and when I could gain access, I interviewed these
individuals.  In addition, I also selected individuals to interview
from organisations that were involved in transactions and joint
projects with the organisations to which previous interviewees were
affiliated. In some cases, I received multiple recommendations to
interview a particular individual, which suggested that these
individuals were considered influential or experienced within the
community.


  
\section{Evidence from interviews and web analysis}

Thus far, the problem of translation in the social investment market
has been described using evidence from online sources and practitioner
reports.  In what follows, evidence from two other sources will be set
out. First, I present  evidence from interviews with social investors
and social organizations (charities and social enterprises). Then, I
present evidence from an analysis of the websites of 128 social
organisations.

\subsection{Interviews}

Interview evidence provided further evidence of translation problems
between the investment and social communities.  From the perspective
of the investment community, translation issue result in obfuscation
and confusion in the process of planning and executing social
investment transactions. A senior executive at Big Society Capital
(the dominant, government-funded financial institution in the sector)
expressed anxiety about the state of communication in the market:
\begin{quote}
  ``The whole lexicon in this industry, this sector around things I've
  never heard in the financial world - things like, you know, soft
  loans, loans convertible into grants, contingent repayment loans,
  you know. These are not things that ever exist in the city. And so
  this sector has developed sort of a language which basically says,
  “You give us money; we'll pretend it's a loan, but, actually, it's a
  grant.” And we're not in that business. So, it is much more relevant
  for a social enterprise. A lot of the things that we support will be
  - I hope will get more charities involved, either through social
  impact bonds or through setting up more social - thinking about
  their business differently, and setting up more revenue-generating
  opportunities, but it'll be limited.'' (\anonymise*{O'Donohoe})
\end{quote}
Here, the interviewee makes clear that representatives of either side
can end up talking past each other as they attribute different
meanings to the various pieces of social investment terminology
relating to capital structures, which generate the possibility of
misunderstandings and mistranslations occuring.

Not only is the terminology relating to capital structures subject to
problems of translation failure, but so is the terminology related to
evaluation of deals through social impact reporting can also lead to
translation errors due to cultural differences between the
communities. In one case, the interviewee is the CEO of a
small charity and states:
\begin{quote}
  ``People sometimes ask, `why are you bothering, because your benefit
  is so obvious?' []\ldots] Broadly speaking the more sophisticated
  donors probably do appreciate the research. But the general public
  don't need it \ldots I’ve been questioned quite strongly by people
  who think that impact measurement is deflecting us, and that we
  ought to get on with what we are there to do.''
  (\anonymise*{Newman})
\end{quote}
This suggests that some stakeholders (the `people' referred to in the
excerpt) react negatively to resources being spent on developing
social impact measurement projects.  More than just feeling negative,
the interviews revealed that some interviewees were actively hostile to the
increased use of social impact reporting. In other evidence relating to social impact measurement, the CEO of a
small social enterprise stated,
\begin{quote}
  ``I am rather cynical about the extent to which [impact measurement]
  became an industry, and to which it sucks in resources, both human
  and financial []\ldots] rather than reporting the activity of the
  charity, or any activity []\ldots] A lot of time is spent trying very
  hard to measure the unmeasurable.'' (\anonymise*{Flexney}).
\end{quote}
Again, this suggests that some staff at social enterprises are
uncomfortable with the use of social impact reporting.  Some
charities, particularly religious ones, were strongly opposed to the
social impact reporting and financialization. Further evidence came
from an interview with the chief executive of a small charity who stated:
\begin{quote}
  ``I have great difficulty with all this measuring business. We look
  at the story behind the individual case. There is no way to
  ‘measure’ the impact beyond that. How can there be, without a
  control population? We step in and help, and all you can do to see
  that impact is to use your common sense []\ldots] There is a little
  measuring industry going on. No doubt it is creating jobs. But it is
  also diverting money away from a given cause. It’s a fashion.''
  (\anonymise*{Williams})
\end{quote}
This `little industry' includes a number of organizations providing
training and consulting on social impact measurement as well as a
broader range of training on becoming `investment ready'.
Other staff at social organizations expressed the concern that the use
of such language could alienate non-financial stakeholders, such as
volunteers, donors, staff or clients. Other interviewees offered
ostensibly practical reasons for their objections to social impact
reporting but their views appear to reflect a more fundamental
conflict between business and charitable activities.

The interview evidence presented above reveals the negative attitude
to social impact measurement held by several members of the social
community and their mistrust of those who actively promote its use
(and sell consulting services relating to impact measurement). If
these views are representative of the social community, this would
suggest that the high-level concept, \emph{social impact reporting},
is contested. In this case, the contestation of the lower level (more
technical) concepts upon which it supervenes would naturally follow. A
community that objects \emph{in general terms} to social impact
reporting is almost certain to contest specific assumptions and rules
that constitute it, such as approved methods of assessment.


 % \url{ http://www.thinknpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Social_Investment_Presentation_Nov-2015-ij.pdf:}
 %  ``Boundaries of social investment seem to be stretching and
 %  including grants at one end, alternative finance in the middle, and
 %  shares in companies at the other end.''

 % \url{ http://www.thinknpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Social_Investment_Presentation_Nov-2015-ij.pdf:}
 %  ``The language of social investment is off putting for many–charities
 %  more at ease with ‘non grant finance’.''

\subsection{Website analysis}

The analysis of the websites of 128 social organisations yielded 
three findings about the use of language by social organisations.
First, it is observed that the values associated with the language
used by social organisations can be contrasted with those associated
with other languages, such as that used by investors.  The homepage of
the Catholic Children's Society illustrates this by stating that,
``Poverty is more than just statistics'', suggesting that a language
that is dominated by aggregated, quantitative terms cannot adequately
reflect the values of concepts, such as poverty, that is the focus of
the charity's activities.\footnote{http://www.cathchild.org.uk} The
implication that certain languages, such as the language of
investment cannot be used to commincate certain concepts effectively,
is suggestive of potential failures of inter-translatability of the
languages of the social and investment sectors, due to fundamental
differences in value systems.


Second, certain terms, such as \emph{social impact}, are often used in
ways that are inconsistent with definitions provided by specialists.
Such ``semantic widening'' \citep{Bloomfield:1983} represents a form
of translation problem, in that concepts become ambiguous as their
definitions widen.  Translation issues can exist, even when
dictionaries, glossaries of terms and other translation manuals exist
because of dynamic nature of language in use shifts the semantic
content of language away from dictionary definitions promulgated by
specific institutions at particular points in time. An example of
semantic widening is included as Appendix~\ref{app:leyf}. This
appendix shows a report by a social enterprise (a pre-school aimed at
low income families) which claims to show
the organisation's \emph{social impact}. The generally accepted
definition of social impact, provided by the key financial institution
in the market, Big Society Capital is as follows:
\begin{quote}
  ``Social impact: There is no one definition of the term or concept,
  but social impact can be defined as the effect on people that
  happens as a result of an action or inaction, activity, project,
  programme or policy. The `impact' can be positive or negative, and
  can be intended or unintended, or a combination of all of these''
\end{quote}
Other definitions are very similar to this one provided by Big Society
Capital (see for example Appendix~\ref{impact-diag-SITF-2014} to see a
comparable definition issued by the Social Investment Task Force in 2014.)
The report, however, does not show `the effect on people that happens
as a result of'' the activities of the pre-school organisation, but
instead, provides a series of ``quick facts'' such as the number of
apprentices in training, customer satisfaction and enrollment. These
constitute input, rather than impact, data. None of these data
indicate the long term societal benefit of operating the pre-school,
which might have been indicated by figures about educational
attainment of former students or the educational achievements of their
current students compared to a control group. This publication,
although described as a social impact report, fails to make any
reference to social impact as defined by the most widely accepted
definition of the term. It is not within the scope of this study to
investigate the reasons \emph{why} organisations represent their
achievements using language that is inconsistent with definitions
provided for the concept of social impact.

Some  organisations claim to provide performance reporting
such as `social impact reporting' in line with (at least one of the
key) standardised definitions available on the websites of social
investment intermediaries such as Big Society Capital. However, what
they do in fact provide falls far short of the definition, and on one
occasion a social enterprise involved in early years education
provided only input data (numbers of children attending the school)
rather than any measure of outcome or output, let alone the broader
and more wide-ranging term, impact.  In this case, interview evidence
suggested that the organization was unaware that their reporting
language and practice diverged from the standard defintions of social
impact reporting, which makes it more likely that this is a case of
semantic widening rather than the provision of intetentionally
misleading information for purposes of managing the expectations of
external financial stakeholders.


The third issue observed as a result of the scrutiny of social
organisation's websites was that, in some cases, different languages
were included side-by-side on many homepages, or on pages describing
social impact.\footnote{The term \emph{language} as it is used here
  does not refer to natural language (such as English and Chinese) but
  to the structured communications of particular communities (that I
  then refer to as \emph{linguistic communities}). } This then
suggests that these organisations choose not to tranlsate their
message into one particular language, and instead use both languages.
On the website of the charity, \emph{Action for Children}, a
juxtaposition exists, with different languages included on one page.
The `Our Impact' page is split into two parts, with one section
section entitled `Our services change lives' and lists areas they
target. The second section sets out benefits to society, including
financialised measures of that benefit and a statement that, ``with
every \pounds 1 invested in intensive family support leading to a
saving of \pounds 9.20 for society''.  This costed societal outcome is
quite different from the detailed description of how lives are changed
which includes a section containing `real life stories', which are
personal and emotional rather than abstract, financialised and
aggregate in nature.

On the website of \emph{The Nelson Trust}, a statistical section
describing ``Outcomes and Successes'' is placed alongside links to
audio recordings of individuals who have been helped by the charity.
The use of audio testimony, which is highly personal and using
everyday language, contrasts with the raw data (mostly percentages)
spaced around it. 
This suggests that social organisations make particular choices of the
language type to include on their website in order to communicate
effectively with different stakeholders. Thus, different language
appears to be specific to different purposes, where these purposes are
defined in terms of communication with different external stakeholder
groups. 

This suggests that translatability between social organisations and
other stakeholders may drive the motivation for such organisations to
translate for purposes that are not specifically related to
interactions with investors. It also raises the possbility that social
organisations are not simply repurposing existing language for
different purposes, or trying to ``bend'' language to suit their
specific objectives as described by \citet{ZappettiniandUnerman:2016}
as \emph{recontextualisation}.


  \section{Discussion}
  
In the philosophy of language, Donald Davidson has argued that all
languages are inter-translatable;\footnote{In \citet{DavidsonConceptualSchemes}', he writes: ``It is tempting to take a very short
  line indeed [\ldots] a form of activity that cannot be interpreted
  as language in our language is not speech behaviour.  Putting
  matters this way is unsatisfactory, however, for it comes to little
  more than making translatibility into a familiar tongue a criterion
  of languagehood.  As fiat, the thesis lacks the appeal of
  self-evidence; if it is a truth, \emph{as I think it is}, it should
  emerge as the conclusion of an argument.'' (my italics) } that is, it is possible
to find, for any sentence $S$ in a language $L_1$, a sentence (or set
of sentences) $S'$ in a language $L_2$ such that $S'$ can be said to
express the same meaning as $S$.  If his arguments are correct, this
would mean that the apparent inability of investment people and
charity people to communicate is only a temporary, or transient,
phenomenon and, hence, not one of significant concern.  However,
should we take comfort from Davidson's claim that all languages are
inter-translatable?  Whether we do depends on how well the assumptions
on which his argument is based carry over into the realm of accounting
with which we are concerned.

The applicability of Davidson's view of language and translation, will
hinge on the assumptions he makes which can be found in his paper
``Radical Interpretation''.  There, he advances the following claim:
``a theory of truth, modified to apply to a natural language, can be
used as a theory of interpretation.''  (pg.~319).\footnote{Although
  Davidson does introduce a fine-grain distinction between translation
  and interpretation, for the purposes of this paper we can treat them
  as largely equivalent.}
Effectively, Davidson is arguing that the truth of a sentence depends
on the way the world is. 
This raises the following question: what kind of \emph{truth} are we
talking about?  It is natural to think that a statement about the
natural world such as ``Schnee ist weiss'' in German can be translated
to ``snow is white'' because it is true that snow is white, and this
serves as a point to bridge the statement in German to the statement
in English.  Although this seems plausible for descriptive statements
about the natural world, what should we think about more complex
statements?  What would it mean to say that a term used by social
organizations such as ``soft loan'' can be shown to be true in virtue
of some fact in the world? 

Davidson is clear about this: he thinks that the complexities will,
ultimately, prove capable of being addressed.  In ``Radical
Interpretation'', he writes:
\begin{quote}
  ``there is no generally accepted method now known for dealing
  [\ldots] with a host of problems, for example, sentences that
  attribute attitudes, modalities, general causal statements,
  counterfacturals, attributive adjectives, quantifiers like `most',
  and so on.  On the other hand, there is what seems to me to be
  fairly impressive progress. To mention some examples, there is the
  work of Tyler Burge on proper names, Gilbert Harman on `ought', John
  Wallace on mass terms and comparatives, and there is my own work on
  attributions of attitudes and performatives.''
\end{quote}
Davidson thus acknowledges that the foundational claim on which his
argument for the inter-translability of all languages rests has not
yet been fully developed.  Yet, he argues,  given the ``fairly impressive
progress'',  his program will likely  be successful.

Yet, the lived experience of literary translators seems quite
different from the theory of translation proposed by
Davidson. According to Daniel Hahn, director of the British Centre for
Literary Translation:
\begin{quote}
``Translation is impossible! And I don't just mean it's really, really
difficult, but really, it's not actually possible. There’s not a
single word in any of the languages I translate that can map perfectly
onto a word in English. So it’s always interpretative, approximate,
creative. Anything that is, itself, a `linguistic’ quality will by
definition be anchored in a particular language — whether it's idiom,
ambiguity, or assonance. All languages are different. There are
congruences between languages that are more closely related, of
course, but those relationships are very much in the minority.'''\footnote{\url{https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/what-makes-good-literary-translator}.}
\end{quote}
Translation is impossible according to this translator, yet that is
not to say that meaning cannot be conveyed across linguistic
communities to some degree. Fahmida Riaz, a literary translator
highlights the role of cultural differences in translating between
different languages:
\begin{quote}
``Sometimes, one comes across almost untranslatable words, because of
cultural differences. One such word in Urdu is `sharmana’. A example
of this word in a sentence would be a situation in which a boy
approaches a girl and the girl is `sharma gaiee'. This cannot be
simply translated into English as `blushed'’ or `felt shy' or `was
embarrassed'.'''\footnote{See previous url}
\end{quote}
If cultural factors provide such complexity for translators, it may be
that similar cultural differences between (or intentional states of
individuals within) the different linguistic communities might render
any kind of simplistic translation manual redundant. The glossaries
and IRIS-style databses might then provide little amelioration to the
fundamental problems of translation across cultural borders.

Where does this leave us with the arguments presented by Davidson's
and his view that all linguistic schemes must necessarily be
translatable? Do reasons exist for arguing that the apparent lack of
inter-translatability between social investors and social
organizations may fail to resolve?  If so, it we may have to reject
Davidson's view and accept that the problem of translation between
these two linguistic communities is unavoidably conceptual rather than
merely practical.  If we are to adopt Davidson's notion of the
necessary inter-translatability of languages, one minor and two main
possibilities exist to explain the persistence of translation problems
in social investment.
To begin, though, it may be worth acknowledging that Davidson's
argument is a `limit result', in that is he argues that
translatability is always possible in the \emph{limit} of discursive exchange.
Although he would argue that the apparent failure of translation is
simply a practical hiccup in what will ultimately be two
inter-translatable languages, how much solace should we take from this
point?  As Keynes noted, ``in the long run we are all dead''.  If
constant talking at cross-purposes will persist for the foreseeable
future, translatibility in the limit provides small comfort.
Yet, two significant challenges to Davidson's argument exist: first,
how reasonable are his assumptions about realism and truth? And
second, what role do intentions, morality and power relations play in
constituting language?



\subsection{Realism and truth.} Finally, Davidson's theory of translation is
underpinned by a realist conception of truth, and is best understood
as a theory of how to map true sentences of one language onto the true
sentences of another language, using the world as the coordinating
device bridging the two languages.  (You can see his commitment to a
realist conception of truth when he writes, in the \emph{Conceptual
  Schemes} paper: ``\emph{That} experience takes a certain course,
that our skin is warmed or punctured, that the universe is finite,
these facts, if we like to talk that way, make sentences and theories
true.'').
This may not be appropriate for application to accounting language
because of its socially constructed nature.  When sentences are true
because of acts of social construction, there may be no way to bridge
the two linguistic communities.  For example, how could one translate
sentences about ownership rights of joint-stock companies into the
language spoken by a small-scale society with no concept of private
property, much less a concept of incorporated entities?

Given the socially constructed nature of the concepts used in the
language of social investment, however, it is not clear that the truth
of a statement results from the way the world is. For example, how are
we to establish the truth of a statement such as, ``the social return
on investment is \pounds 7.35 for every pound invested''?  It is
plausible that different individuals may have differing views on the
veracity of this statement, not because of the way the world is, but
because of their interpretation of the question. If the truth of an
answer depends not just on the way the world is, but on the
scheme-specific meaning of the question it answers, Davidson's
arguments about the inter-translatability of all languages
disintegrates as it relies on a specific theory of truth.  In this
regard, the notion of a conceptual scheme has been argued by
philosopher Ian Hacking to be somewhat different from how it was
conceived by Davidson. According to \citep{Hacking:1999} a conceptual
scheme specifies the meaning of a question so that members of
different conceptual schemes give truthful but different answers to
the same question because of differences in the meaning of the
question in the two different schemes.  Hacking illustrates his point
using the example of missile accuracy. The truth of an answer to a
evaluative question such as ``is that missile accurate?''  will depend
on the conceptual and epistemic scheme in which the question makes
sense. Thus, for a missile that falls within one metre of the target,
the statement is true, only because of the meaning of accuracy within
this epistemic scheme.

\subsection{Values and power relations.} Another
assumption by Davidson with respect to translation is that the
statements made in either language are spoken by individuals intending
to be truthful.  This means that individuals making statements do not
prevaricate (intend to mislead through making statements that are
truthful) or dissemble (mislead by omitting relevant information).
Essentially, this requirement assumes that the speakers want to
communicate, and are not resistent to the messages being sent.
However, this implies that successful translation does not imply any
loss of identity or possible subjugation of one speaker by another.
Issues of power and control may undermine these requirements and hence
the possibility of translation.  Following \citet{Oelbergeretal:2012},
we might consider that the relationship expressed linguistically
between  investors and social organizations may not be one of
equal power.  Following the financial crisis, austerity measures have
negatively affected grant for social organizations, many of whom are
in desperate need of alternatives such as social investment. If then
the power relationship between the groups is unequal, interpretations
of linguistic statements may reflect mistrust or anxiety over a lack
of power.

This is hardly a surprising suggestion, given that the
main objectives of commercial and charitable organisations are
distinct (and in fact these objectives define these organisational
types). Corporations' decision-making (as operationalised by their
directors) is aimed at satisfying the demands of shareholders,\footnote{This may not necessarily mean that directors must attempt to
  maximise profits within a particular year, as shareholders may
  prefer longer term wealth generation. The primacy of shareholders is
  established in the Companies Act Section 172 and although UK
  Companies Act additionally requires directors to consider other
  stakeholders, ultimately the desires of shareholders are paramount.}
whereas charities aim to deliver social value.  As an example, the
first page of Marks and Spencer's Strategic Report for 2017 showed its
key performance indicators for the year, being revenue, profit before
tax and
dividends.\footnote{\url{http://annualreport.marksandspencer.com/M&S_AR2017_StrategicReport.pdf}}. Although
sustainability issues are subsequently discussed as part of the
overall strategy, financial issues dominate. By contrast, the first page of the Annual Report of a UK
charity, Save the Children, describes its achievements in terms of the
number of children reached and lives saved.% \footnote{Appendix X shows
%   these pages of KPIs from the two different organisations.}
% \todo[inline]{insert appendices showing the different kpis}

Although many for-profit corporates include moral language in their
reporting to external stakeholders, in the form of corporate social
responsibility reporting (CSR), a substantial literature has addressed
the use of moral language by corporates in their CSR, although 
critical scholars have argued that this constitutes image management
or ``greenwashing'' \citep{Mahoneyetal:2013}


In spite of Davidson's claim that moral statements may
be translatable, it is possible that the value-ladeness of the
languages and the contested nature of the concepts may prevent people
from ever reaching agreement.  In philosophy, Gallie argues:
\begin{quote}
  ``There are concepts which are essentially contested, concepts the
  proper use of which inevitably involves endless disputes about their
  proper uses on the part of their users.''  \citep*{Gallie:1956}
\end{quote}
Certain concepts, represented by phrases such as `social return on
investment' may then be viewed, \emph{a priori}, as being capable of
being translated into another language. Further, we might expect that
translation to yield the same meaning to members of the linguistic
community into whose language it has been translated.  A problem
exists with this optimistic view, however. That optimism is challenged
by the existence of different value systems and sets of interests in
the two communities. Consequently the very possibility of translating
the meaning of that phrase may become difficult or even impossible,
because the concept is \emph{essentially contested}.  Gallie specifies
that in order to count as essentially contested, a concept must
possess certain essential attributes, two of which are relevant for
concepts in the language of social investment. First the concept must
be evaluative and second it must be complex (relying on a number of
related concepts and evaluation protocols).  It is clear that many of
the evaluative concepts used in performance measurement may be
categorised as \emph{essentially contested concepts}. Consider
\emph{social return on investment} calculations: these are not only
evaluative but rely on networks of rules in both the social enterprise
and investment communities.

Even the language relating to capital strucure can be contested,
leading to confusion of meaning by different linguistic groups.  In
the report of the ACSI, a  social enterprise is quoted as saying :
\begin{quote}
  ``We don't make a clear distinction between grant and
investment. We’ve done some repayable grants with no interest. We can
have blurred rules on the approach. It's impact led, we’ll look at
anything.'' \citep[][page 48]{ACSI:2015}
\end{quote}
An initial reading of this statement might suggest that that the cause
of the translation problem is simply the ignorance of individuals in
the social sector about financing (generally accepted definitions of
grants, debt and quasi-equity) yet a closer look suggests that for
social enterprises, conventional views on how such mission-driven
organizations \emph{ought} to be funded colour the interpretation of
the concept.  Since such organizations are focused on generating
social welfare, they may view different forms of financing as
unimportant and not an appropriate focus for them.

Perhaps, though, issues of power and culture have rendered certain
concepts to be untranslatable between specific linguistic schemes
(such as those of investment and the social sector).
In their study addressing the language use on websites of non-profits in the Bay
areas of San Francisco, \citet{Oelbergeretal:2012} highlight the
importance of the distribution of power between linguistic groups in
establishing how language might be expected to change over time:
\begin{quote}
``Alternatively, more socially powerful discourses might be observed to
colonize the older civic language of participation and solidarity. A
third option is that these diverse languages flow into another, as
multiple streams meet in an eddy, combining into an indissoluble mix
of all three.''
\end{quote}
Although the purpose of this paper is not to identify linguistic
shifts, we can see that issues of power and the intentions of
particular groups play an important role in the possibility of
translation. Thus, we might explain a failure to understand the
language of another linguistic group as the result of antagonism,
mistrust or fundamental differences in value systems. The meaning of a
`soft loan' may be misunderstood by a member of staff at a social
organization whose network of beliefs are inconsistent with repayable,
near-commercial terms. Similarly, with respect to performance
reporting, a member of staff may fail to understand that `social
impact' refers to a specific set of metrics rather than the
aggregation of subjective and personal experiences of observed
improvements in the situation of those individuals upon whom a social
intervention has been made.

It is easier to see such \emph{essentially contested concepts} in
descriptions of performance, whether in terms of financial returns or
social impact generation.  Parties to a conversation may end up
talking past each other, that is, talking at cross purposes
(misunderstanding each other in one particular sense). Or they may
even talk \emph{across purposes} in the sense that the differences in
their objectives in communicating and in their value-systems lead to a
failure of clear communication, amounting to a failure of translation.
As an example, the term \emph{loan} used by a social investor in a
negotiation with a potential investee may be understood quite
differently by the individual belonging to the social enterprise
community, because of the evaluative judgments of lending practices to
mission-driven organizations.

According to the report by the Alternative Commission on Social
Investment, significant issues of ambiguity and contestation exist in
the sector for social investment:
\begin{quote}
``Depending on
your preferred term, your favoured definition
and your own interpretation of that
definition, the boundaries of `the sector'
are blurred and often contested.''\citep[][page 8]{ACSI:2015}
\end{quote}
and
\begin{quote}
``While contexts
differ, it is still clear that this is a contested term.
It could even be seen as one that has been appropriated
by successive UK governments and a small group
of policy-shapers, whose power and influence have,
unintentionally or otherwise, taken legitimacy away
from alternative conceptions of what social investment might
be.''(\emph{ibid, }page 21)
  \end{quote}
  The existence of cultural and power imbalances leading to the
  contestation of concepts challenges Davidson's view that all
  languages --- and therefore investment language and social language
  --- are inter-translatable.


The website analysis revealed the interspersing of different language types
on the same webpage, presumably for the purpose of communicating
effectively with multiple external stakeholders who might view the
website (what we might describe as communicating \emph{across purposes}).
As such, fails to reveal the ``bending'' of language to suit
specific purposes as described for the case of Intergrated Reporting
by \citet{ZappettiniandUnerman:2016}. Instead, social organisations
provide a mixture of linguistic types. The fact that the presence of
one language (for example the language of investment, with
financialised, abstract terminology) might negatively affect the
communicative effectiveness of the more emotional content, such as
personal, emotional accounts (both audio and in written) about the
experiences of those individuals helped.

The placement of different linguistic styles on one webpage may in
fact be intended to somehow mitigate potentially negative reactions to
either style of communication.   \cite{SpenceandThomson:2009} have argued that
corporates introduce rhetorical devices, such as the introductions of
particular tropes, into their publications as a means of ``glossing
over''  hypocrisy or disingenous actions related to greenwashing. The
placement of different languages side-by-side (rather than using some
kind of  bridging language) might reflect an attempt on the part
of these social organisations at  attenuating any negative  effects on
their brand or reputation amongst non-investment communities of the
inclusion of investment language. 


\section{Conclusion}

This paper has investigated a failure of translatability between the
linguistic communities of investors and social entrepreneurs, as
evidenced by practioner documentation and interview evidence. This
lack of inter-translatability was shown to affect statements about
capital structures (related to equity and debt) and to performance
measurement (social impact reporting) that use accounting, financial
and statistical terminology. We might reasonably assume that
statements made by investors and social organisations within the
context of the market for social investment are intended to provide
objective terms suitable for contracting purposes, since both
investors and social organisations will expect to benefit from the
execution of an investment transaction (the former generating blended
financial and social returns, and the latter obtaining funding for
projects).  The observed translation problems between the two
linguistic schemes may prove to be an obstacle to the successful
completion of such investment transactions as potential investors and
potential investees may fail to communicate effectively and
misunderstanding about deal structures and expectations of subsequent
performance measurement may exist.  Such failure of translation may
then ultimately obstruct the growth of the market for social
investment.

With some notable exceptions, such as work by
\cite{Evansetal:2015,Oelbergeretal:2012,Spence:2007,SpenceandThomson:2009}
and \cite{ZappettiniandUnerman:2016}, there has been limited attention
to issues of translation in the accounting literature, particularly in
regard to social issues.  In the philosophy of language, work by
\cite{Davidson:1973}, was identified as a source of some comfort. This
is because Davidson has argued that, in conceptual terms, any two
languages must be translatable. After all, if \emph{Finnegans Wake} can be
translated into Chinese, why should a set of declarative statements
about social investment not be easily translatable from the language
of social investors to that of social enterpreneurs and vice versa?

Yet, how are we to make sense of the problems of translation that
evidently exist in the social invesment market? To what extent can we
take comfort from Davidson's argument that all languages must
necessarily be inter-translatable?  As a starting point in the
evaluation of Davidson's work on translation, I acknowledged that we can
only rely on Davidson's arguments in the long run. This is
because he argues for conceptual translatability \emph{in the limit},
and so any failure of inter-translatability between linguistic
communities may simply be a practical rather than conceptual problem
as translatability fails between linguistic communities in the short
run.

What if the tranlsation problem persists beyond the short run? In
answering this question, I presented two main challenges to Davidson's
work suggesting that a failure of translation is possible. First, I
highlighted a problem with the assumption made by Davidson that
translation is built on a realist conception of truth. Such a theory
of truth may not, I argued, be applicable to a language based
exclusively on concepts that are socially constructed.  In fact, I
argued that alternative views such as those of \citet{Hacking:2002}
might better reflect the notion of conceptual schemes in which the
meaning of the question is relative to the scheme.  Second, I argued
that for linguistic communities built on quite distinct value-systems
or if power-relations are unequal between linguistic communities,
translation may be impossible. In arguing for this, I challenged
Davidson's assumption that linguistic agents are truthful and that
value-based concepts are necessarily translatable.  Investors may be
intent on driving efficiency and generating blended returns, yet this
may be incompatible with acting charitably and set up
incommensurabilities between the two linguistic schemes. Furthermore,
individuals may not be intending to make truthful statements when they
use language due to attempts at manipulation and mistrust.
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\appendix

\section{Translation manuals}
\subsection{Example of a social investment glossary}
\begin{center}
  \includegraphics[width=13cm]{Glossary-BSC}[h]
\end{center}
\label{BSC-glossary}

\newpage

\subsection{Esmee Fairbairn: Jargon Buster}

\begin{center}
  \includegraphics[width=13cm]{AAAJ-jargonbuster}
  \label{app:jargonbuster}
\end{center}

\newpage

\subsection{Database of standardised terminology}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=18cm]{AAAJ-App-IRIS}
\label{app:IRIS}.
\end{center}

\newpage

\section{Definition of Social Impact: Excerpt from the Impact
  Measurement Report by the \cite{SocialInvestmentTaskForce:2014}}

\begin{sidewaysfigure}
  \includegraphics[width=17cm]{impact-diag-NPC}
  \label{impact-diag-SITF-2014}
  \end{sidewaysfigure}

\newpage

% \section[Examples of Impact Measures]{Examples of impact and
%   economics-based performance measures}
% \label{app:ImpactReports}
% \begin{sidewaysfigure}
%  \centering
% \includegraphics[width=13.5cm]{PEF-fullscreen-impactdiag}
% \label{fig:PEFimpactstatement}
% \caption{Excerpt from the Impetus-PEF Impact Report 2012}
% \end{sidewaysfigure}
% \newpage
% 
% \begin{figure}[h!]
% \centering
% \includegraphics[width=11cm]{table5-kickz.png}
% \caption{\small Impact measure using SROI. Source: \cite{TeenageKicks:2011}}
% \label{fig:NPVkickz}
% \end{figure}
% 
% \newpage


\section{Interviews conducted}[Chronological order]


\begingroup
\RaggedRightRightskip=0pt plus 1fil
\footnotesize
% \begin{longtable}[c]{cll>{\rule{0pt}{13pt}\RaggedRight}p{4.4cm}<{\rule[-7pt]{0pt}{12pt}}>{\RaggedRight}p{3cm}<{\rule[-7pt]{0pt}{12pt}}>{\RaggedRight}p{3cm}<{\rule[-7pt]{0pt}{12pt}}>{\RaggedRight}p{3cm}<{\rule[-7pt]{0pt}{12pt}}}\begin{longtable}[c]{clllll}  {\textbf{Interviewee}}   & {\textbf{Org}}  & {\textbf{Date}}
%  & \textbf{Attitude}
%  & \textbf{Motivation}
%  & \textbf{Internalized?}
 % & \multicolumn{1}{l}{\rule[-5pt]{0pt}{12pt}\large \textbf{Interview date}}
\begin{longtable}{lll}
\textbf{Interviewee}   & \textbf{Organization}  & \textbf{Date}
\endhead 
(anonymised) \\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{O'Donohoe}& Soc Invest & Jan 2012\\
  \hline
\anonymise{Green}& Soc Invest & March 2012\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Storch}& Soc Invest & March 2012\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Rickey}& Soc Invest & March 2012\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Koh}& Soc Invest & Sept 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Saltuk}& Soc Invest & Oct 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Holloway}& Consultant & Oct 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise{deBruin}& Soc Invest & Oct 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Pritchard}& Consultant & Oct 2013\\
   \hline
 \anonymise*{Motazedi}& Consultant & Nov 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{McCullough}& Charity & Jan 2014\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Newman}& Social Enterprise & Jan 2014\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Nicholls}& Social Enterprise & Jan 2014\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Gelfand}& Social Enterprise & Feb 2014 and Dec
  2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Corrigan}& Consultant & March 2014\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Jupp}& Soc Invest & March 2013\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Heap}& Social Enterprise & June 2014\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Floyd}& Social Enterprise & July 2014 and Jan 2017\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Bruce}& Social Enterprise & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Baleanu}& Social Enterprise & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Quinn}& Social Enterprise & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Burridge}& Social Enterprise & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Williams}& Charity & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Newman2}& Charity & Nov 2014\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Flexney}& Charity & Jan 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Dewan}& Charity & Jan 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Stone}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Hardyman}& Charity &  Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Sawyers}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Glennister}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Pop}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Hounsell}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Edmundon}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Hewitt}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Gubbioni}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Munday}& Social Enterprise & Feb 2015\\
\hline
\anonymise*{Ogier}& Charity & Feb 2015\\
\hline
  \anonymise*{Cooper}& Social Enterprise & Mar 2015\\
  \hline
\anonymise*{Hanson}& Charity & Mar 2015\\
\hline
  \anonymise*{Brysland}& Charity & Mar 2015\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Jenkins}& Charity & Apr  2016\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Schwarz}& Charity & May 2016\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Smart}& Charity & May 2016\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{Lumley}& Charity & May 2016\\
  \hline
  \anonymise*{SocialSpider}& Social Enterprise & Jan 2017\\

\end{longtable}
\endgroup

\label{app:interviews}

\newpage

\section{Widening of the term `impact': Social impact for a social
  enterprise offering pre-school education in London}
\begin{center}
  \includegraphics[width=11cm]{lefy-quickfacts}
  \end{center}
  \label{app:leyf}
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%
%\section{Social investment organisations}
%\label{app:keyorgs}
%
%
%\vspace{1cm}
%
%\begin{figure}[h]
%\includegraphics{sifilist.pdf}
%\label{fig:SIFIlist}
%\caption{UK SIFIs, funders, advisers and think tanks included in the network analysis }
%\end{figure}
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